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Porous platinum is of high technological importance due to its various applications in fuel cells, sensors, stimulation electrodes, mechanical actuators and catalysis in general. Based on a discussion of the general principles behind the reduction of platinum salts and corresponding deposition processes this article discusses techniques available for platinum electrode fabrication. The numerous, different strategies available to fabricate platinum electrodes are reviewed and discussed in the context of their tuning parameters, strengths and weaknesses. These strategies comprise bottom-up approaches as well as top-down approaches. In bottom-up approaches nanoparticles are synthesized in a first step by chemical, photochemical or sonochemical means followed by an electrode formation step by e.g. thin film technology or network formation to create a contiguous and conducting solid electrode structure. In top-down approaches fabrication starts with an already conductive electrode substrate. Corresponding strategies enable the fabrication of substrate-based electrodes by e.g. electrodeposition or the fabrication of self-supporting electrodes by dealloying. As a further top-down strategy, this review describes methods to decorate porous metals other than platinum with a surface layer of platinum. This way, fabrication methods not performable with platinum can be applied to the fabrication of platinum electrodes with the special benefit of low platinum consumption.

1. Introduction

The synthesis of porous platinum and the fabrication of porous platinum electrodes have attracted great attention during the last years since porous platinum brings together the high specific catalytic activity of platinum and a high surface area. Accordingly porous platinum is frequently used in chemical engineering for many organic reactions such as hydrogenations, refining of petroleum and in automotive exhausts. Porous platinum electrodes (electrocatalysts) are applied in various types of fuel cells, metal-air batteries, 
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1.1. Applications of Porous Platinum Electrodes

In fuel cells porous platinum serves as catalyst for the electro-oxidation of fuels such as hydrogen, methanol, ethanol, formic acid or glucose as well as the electroreduction of oxygen. This is because platinum shows the highest catalytic activities of all pure metals for the corresponding reactions. The high surface area of porous platinum enables a high fuel turnover rate at low electrode polarization and hence a high power output of the fuel cell. A big drawback of platinum is its price. The price of one ounce has increased from $583 in 2000 to $1581 in 2010. Therefore a main goal in fuel cell research is to reduce the mass of platinum per surface area during fabrication. One strategy to minimize the amount of platinum is to control the size and shape of the deposited structures. Control over size is important since for instance decreasing diameters enable an increasing surface to volume ratio and thus increasing numbers of catalytically active sites per mass which means higher platinum utilization (see Section 3.1.1). Moreover, control over microscopic shape is of particular interest since different crystallographic planes of platinum show different catalytic activities. Another strategy is to replace a fraction of platinum by a cheaper element such as ruthenium. In many fuel cell systems the application of alloy catalysts is also desired due to further reasons: For instance in methanol fuel cells alloy catalysts show a better resistance towards CO poisoning at the anode and an improved tolerance towards methanol crossover effects at the cathode compared to pure platinum. Porous platinum electrodes are also applied in electrochemical detection of glucose, pH, dissolved oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, hydrogen or further gasses. In particular enzyme-free amperometric detection of glucose in physiological environments represents a challenging application.
in which the porosity plays an important role. Here, increasing signal selectivity for glucose oxidation compared to signals of interfering substances is obtained at increasing surface roughness. Similar observations are known from implantable glucose fuel cells. Here the high surface roughness can be utilized to promote the anodic glucose oxidation compared to the simultaneously proceeding cathodic oxygen reduction. With a significantly higher surface roughness at the anode compared to at the cathode, membrane-less fuel cells can be operated with the same catalyst material at anode and cathode in one solution containing both reactants dissolved oxygen and glucose.

In neural stimulation the signal to noise ratio can be improved by reducing the impedance of the implant-tissue interface. Since the impedance is inversely proportional to the effective surface area, high surface area electrodes such as platinum-black can be applied to increase signal quality. Another reason for choosing platinum in electrode material for neural stimulation arrays and other implantable electrode applications is because platinum is very noble and thus features high biocompatibility and chemical stability.

In dye-sensitized solar cells platinum electrodes are applied as counter electrodes since they combine high catalytic activity for the triiodide reduction and high electrical conductivity. Here nanoporous platinum electrodes fabricated by e.g. electrodeposition, electroless deposition or thermal decomposition are investigated to overcome the drawbacks of state of the art fabrication by sputtering or thermal evaporation technology. For instance the use of nanoporous electrodes lead to significant cost reduction due to their high surface to mass ratio the required amount of platinum is significantly reduced compared to state of the art. Moreover the corresponding fabrication techniques feature less operational costs and enable an improved optical transparency. Equal conversion efficiencies are reported for dye sensitized solar cells with sputtered and nanoporous counter electrodes.

1.2. Fabrication Strategies

According to Figure 1 four general fabrication strategies can be distinguished: nanoparticle-based (Section 3), substrate-based (Section 4), dealloying (Section 5: self-supporting electrodes) and decoration (Section 6). Nanoparticle-based fabrication is a bottom-up approach to porous platinum electrodes: first a catalyst particle is generated and subsequently integrated into a solid electrode structure. In contrast to this the fabrication of substrate-based and self-supporting electrodes represent top-down approaches: The fabrication of substrate-based electrodes starts from a contiguous substrate structure and catalytic sites are created on top of it during fabrication. The fabrication of self-supporting electrodes by means of dealloying also starts from a contiguous structure, but different to in substrate-based electrodes the catalytic surface area is created inside of this structure. Decoration of non-platinum porous metals is a further top-down approach. Here an already highly porous structure is decorated by a thin layer of platinum.

In literature, several review articles exist discussing specific topics related to porous platinum such as nanoparticle application in implantable glucose fuel cells.
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synthesis, specific reduction methods or fabrication of PEM-FC electrodes or hydrogen sensors. A more general review on porous platinum materials has recently been published by Chen and Holt-Hindle, showing a selection of fabrication techniques and discusses structural, catalytic, optical and magnetic properties as well as application of such porous platinum structures. In this article we in detail review methods suitable to the fabrication of porous platinum electrodes as for instance required in fuel cell or sensor applications. For a deeper understanding of porous platinum structure formation Section 2 deals with reduction, deposition and particle formation from a more fundamental point of view. Sections 3-6 discuss fabrication approaches by their basic ideas, strengths and weaknesses, classified according to Figure 1. Finally an overall comparison of the strategies is carried out in the “conclusion” Section.

2. General Principles Behind the Deposition of Platinum

Porous platinum is in most cases obtained by either chemical or electrochemical reduction of commercially available platinum salts which therefore are also often described as precursors. Most prominent platinum salts are the four- and two-valent chloride-complexes hexachloroplatinate \([\text{PtCl}_6]^{2-}\) and tetrachloroplatinate \([\text{PtCl}_4]^{2-}\), respectively. Besides these chloride salts there are for instance tetraammine platinum nitrate \(\text{Pt(NH}_3\text{)}_4(\text{NO}_3)_2\), diammine platinum nitrite \(\text{NH}_3\text{Pt(NO}_3\text{)}_2\) as well as the metal-organic precursors such as platinum acetylacetonate \((\text{Pt(acac})_3)\), platinum dimethylcyclooctadiene. The following two subSections summarize the basic principles underlying platinum deposition by electrochemical and chemical reduction pointing out their similarities and specific features. Alternative reduction pathways are summarized in Section 2.3.

2.1. Electrochemical Reduction

During electrodeposition platinum ions are electrochemically reduced to solid-state platinum and thus get deposited at the cathode (see Figure 2A). “Electrochemically reduced” means that the electrons required for this reduction are transferred to the platinum ions from the cathode (working electrode) and an external power supply (control unit for current or potential control), respectively. A deposition of platinum occurs if the cathode potential \(E_{\text{cath}}\) is more negative than the redox-potential of the according redox reaction. Electrodeposition can be used for the fabrication of porous catalysts (see Section 4.1, 4.2, 6.1) as well as for the deposition of smooth coatings required for decorative purpose or corrosion protection. Smooth crystalline layers of up to a thickness of 20 \(\mu\text{m}\) have been deposited from \((\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{PtCl}_6\).

Electrodeposition is usually performed in a three electrode assembly at constant current (galvanostatic) or constant potential (potentiostatic) as shown in Figure 2A. Controlling the deposition current has the advantage of a linear relation between deposited charge and time with the drawback of a non-constant deposition potential. Hence the overpotential changes leading to variations in the reaction mechanism during deposition.

For a potentiostatic deposition a reference electrode is required to control the cathode potential. For a galvanostatic deposition a reference electrode is not essential. In deposition of metals like copper, zinc or others a block of the corresponding metal is used as dissolving counter electrode. This way a constant concentration of the metal salt in the electrolyte is automatically guaranteed. In case of platinum this is not possible due to the very high overpotential of electrochemical dissolution of platinum. This has two effects: First, the precursor concentration in the electrolyte decreases during deposition if no precursor addition is applied from an external source. Second, side reactions occur at the counter electrode (platinum in most cases) which can affect experimental conditions such as pH.

Since platinum ions are present in solution as complex ions the electrochemical reduction at the cathode proceeds in three consecutive steps:

1. Transport of complexed platinum ions from the bulk solution to the cathode interface. This mass transport is driven by diffusive and if present convective forces.
2. Expression of the electroactive species in the electric field by removal of the ligands or other transformations of the complexed platinum ion. The electroactive species does not necessarily have to be the pure platinum ion, but can also be a complex ion.
3. Electron transfer from the cathode to the electroactive species.

Either of these three steps can be the rate determining step. For instance, a slow mass transport or a very strong ligand-platinum interaction can reduce the available concentration of
the electroactive species and hence slow down the deposition rate. The role of the ligand is discussed elsewhere in more detail.\[^{65}\]  

Along with step 3 an adsorption of the platinum ion at the surface of the electrode (adion) and a final integration of the adion into the electrode structure proceeds. According to thermodynamics the deposited platinum adion has to travel via surface diffusion to a kink site for final reduction and integration into the structure of the electrode (crystal growth) in order to minimize the surface energy of the solid.\[^{73}\]  

Crystal growth will lead to a smooth surface. To generate a porous deposit the formation of new clusters of deposited adions (nucleation) has to occur at a high rate. According to thermodynamics the generation of such new clusters at the electrode surface is disabled due to an increase in surface energy. This is different once a critical cluster size is reached and the free energy gain related to crystal growth (energy gain according to phase transition) is able to balance the increase in surface energy. For cluster sizes larger than this critical size the free energy gain overbalances the surface energy losses and a further growth of these nuclei is thermodynamically supported according to classical nucleation theory.\[^{73–76}\]  

In other words an activation energy barrier has to be overcome to form nuclei of stable size and thus surfaces of a porous nature. The number of molecules $N_c$ in a cluster of critical size can be expressed for a spherical 3D-nucleus by:

$$N_c = \frac{32\pi \sigma^4}{3|\Delta\mu|^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here $\sigma$, $\eta$, and $\Delta\mu$ stand for the surface tension, volume per molecule and difference in electrochemical potential between the solvated and deposited state, respectively. During electrochemical deposition the difference in electrochemical potential can be regulated by the applied overpotential relative to the reversible deposition potential and thus to facilitate nucleation. This way nucleation rate is enhanced compared to crystal growth rate resulting in a more porous structure.  

Porous structures in particular develop if the deposition current density $j_{dep}$ is chosen close to the limiting current density $j_{lim}$ of the system.\[^{73}\] The limiting current density characterizes the maximum rate of mass transfer of the electroactive species from the bulk to the electrode. Hence in the case of $j_{dep}$ is in the range of $j_{lim}$ or higher all of the electroactive species is deposited immediately as it reaches the electrode without further surface diffusion of the adion towards a low-energy position. Considering step 1 to be the limiting step in the supply of electroactive species the limiting current density is given by

$$j_{lim} = \frac{nF\delta_{Nernst}}{\delta_{Nernst}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here $n$ stands for the number of transferred electrons per ion, $F$ is the Faraday constant, $D$ the diffusion constant, $c_{bulk}$ the concentration of the complex ion in bulk solution and $\delta_{Nernst}$ the thickness of the Nernst diffusion layer.  

Also surface defects (typically $10^8$ defects per cm$^2$ in metals) play an important role during electrodeposition. This is because on the one hand they represent favored positions for nucleation. On the other hand protruding points or edges lead to a concentration of the electric field and hence to a locally enhanced deposition current. The effects on the character of the growing structure are summarized in Figure 3.  

2.2. Chemical Reduction

In an electrochemical reduction the electrons are provided by the cathode (working electrode) and an external power source, respectively. In contrast to this, in a chemical reduction the electrons are transferred from an in parallel proceeding oxidation reaction.
of a reducing agent. During this process the reducing agent $\text{Red}$ is oxidized to its oxidized form $\text{Ox}$:

$$\text{Red} \rightarrow \text{Ox} + n\text{e}^- \quad (4)$$

Typical reducing agents include hydrogen, hydrazine, sodium borohydride, citrate, ascorbic acid and alcohols (in particular polyols such as ethylene glycol). Chemical reduction can either be performed at an electrode surface which is termed electroless deposition or in solution which equates to nanoparticle synthesis.

2.2.1. Electroless Deposition

The reduction of platinum precursor by electroless deposition proceeds in almost the same manner as in electrochemical deposition, with the difference that electrons are not provided by an external source but a reducing agent. Consequently the supply of the reducing agent can also represent the rate determining step. During deposition the whole electrode (working electrode) serves as catalyst which means a fast electron exchange between the site of reducing agent oxidation and platinum reduction occurs via the electrode as indicated in Figure 2B (heterogeneous nucleation).

For electroless deposition no wire connections are required in principle. Nevertheless a wire connection can be advantageous in industrial applications. [86] walls and thus nucleation on the walls can be avoided, which is advantageous in industrial applications. [86]

In the context of porous platinum electroless deposition is applied for fabrication of substrate-based and in decoration methods. Also the combination of electroless deposition with templating techniques (see Section 4.3 [77]) is often found in literature.

2.2.2. Nanoparticle Synthesis

Platinum nanoparticles are synthesized by an autocatalytic chemical reduction of metal salt in aqueous or non-aqueous solution in presence of a reducing agent (see Figure 2C). [61,62,75] During this nanoparticle synthesis the newly generated particle surfaces serve as catalyst for the further reduction of platinum ions (homogeneous nucleation). A typical setup for such a synthesis does not provide or require electrical connections.

Nevertheless process monitoring is possible since the particle formation induces a change in the colour of the solution. Hence even a quantitative process monitoring can be performed using UV-Vis spectroscopy. [78–81]

In most cases nanoparticles are synthesized in solutions which consist of a solvent, platinum salt, reducing agent, stabilizer or capping agent and sometimes buffer salts to control the pH. Capping agents are organic or inorganic ligands that adsorb onto the surface of nanoparticles. The adsorption of such ligands and their steric demand prevents direct interconnection between neighboring particles and hence prevents small particles from agglomeration. [84] Moreover the adsorption of capping agents depends on the specific surface orientation. Thus the choice and concentration can be used to control their microscopic shape (see Section 3.1 [73]).

Besides synthesis in aqueous media, the polyol process represents a very common synthetic route. Here the polyol (ethylene glycol in most cases) acts as solvent as well as reducing agent. [62,82–85] Since ethylene glycol is a weak reducing agent, the reduction process is comparably slow. Therefore just adsorbed adions have enough time during the reaction process to find a kink site in the crystal structure leading to narrow size and shape distributions. Heating of the solution to about 110 °C is required to activate nanoparticle synthesis in such a polyol process. [83] In a process modification termed microwave-assisted polyol process this heating is achieved by interaction of the microwaves with electrical dipoles in solution. [83–87] This way the solution volume can be heated without heating the walls and thus nucleation on the walls can be avoided, which is advantageous in industrial applications. [86]

As during the electrochemical reduction process, nanoparticle formation proceeds in a sequence of nucleation and crystal growth. During nucleation a critical cluster size needs to be reached in order to thermodynamically enable further particle growth. Often nucleation is assumed to start if the concentration of zero-valent (already reduced) atoms reaches a certain superconcentration and clusters of zero-valent atoms form according to a mechanism proposed by Lam.[34,48] This is contradictory to publications by Henglein et al.[78] and molecular dynamics simulations by Ciacci et al.[89] Both studies exclude a zero-valent intermediate from energetic considerations and reveal a Pt(I)-Pt(II) dimer as most probable first intermediate in the reduction of [PtCl$_6$(H$_2$O)$_4$] (predominant complex formed from H$_2$PtCl$_6$ in water). Moreover, the simulations of Ciacci et al. showed a significantly higher electron affinity for the dimers and trimers compared to the complex ion. So it can be concluded that in first stage a still charged Pt(II)-Pt(I) dimer is formed. This dimer is supposed to be coordinated and stabilized by chloride ions and grows by addition of further charged platinum ions. The charge is stabilized throughout the cluster and step by step reduced by electron transfer from the reducing agent. [86] This way the cluster grows step by step leading to the formation of a stable nucleus.

This critical cluster size can be expressed for a colloidal particle according to classical nucleation theory by:

$$r_{\text{crit}} = \frac{2\gamma V_m}{RT\ln S} \quad (5)$$

Here $\gamma$ stands for the surface free energy, $V_m$ for the molar volume of the bulk crystal, $R$ for the ideal gas constant, $T$ for
the absolute temperature and \( S \) for the degree of supersaturation (ratio of concentration to equilibrium saturation concentration). Further details on the description of the critical nucleus size can be found elsewhere.\[^{34,61,73}\] Comparable to the case of electrodosposition, particle growth is thermodynamically enabled when particle size exceeds this critical nucleus size.

As mentioned before, in case of nanoparticle synthesis particle growth occurs by an *autocatalytic growth mechanism* in which the nanoparticle’s surface simultaneously functions as catalyst. Significant research has been performed on the understanding of the growth mechanism of such nano-clusters. A comprehensive review on mechanistic investigations of nanoparticle formation (*nucleation and growth*) has recently been published by Finney and Finke.\[^{75}\] Molecular dynamic simulations by Ciacchi et al.\[^{90}\] provided some insight into the growth process by showing that PtCl\(_4\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_2\) spontaneously adsorbs on Pt\(_{12}\), Pt\(_{12}\)Cl\(_4\) or Pt\(_{13}\)Cl\(_6\) clusters without prior reduction. The electron transfer with the reducing agent is suggested to take place in a separate reaction involving the whole cluster. The derived growth mechanism for Pt-clusters is in agreement with the experimental observations.\[^{91}\] The excitation wavelength is not limited to the excitation range of platinum. Either way zero-valent atoms are expressed which form nuclei by coalescence similar to what has been described for nanoparticle formation in Section 2.2.2.

In *radiolytic synthesis* \( \gamma \)-radiation is used to create radicals in the solution acting as reducing agent for the reduction of the precursor, similar to in *photosensitizing*.\[^{66,95,96}\] Radicals are created in a homogeneous distribution with a high energy throughout the solution enabling the formation of small sized particles (~1 nm) and narrow size distributions.\[^{95}\]

In *sonochemical synthesis* high intensity ultrasound creates bubbles in solution which feature extreme conditions in terms of pressure (~1000 bar), temperature (~5000 K) and heating and cooling rates (~10\(^{10}\) K s\(^{-1}\)).\[^{67,97}\] Radicals form under these conditions from sonolysis of water, surfactants or other additives. A comparable nucleation and growth mechanism is expected as discussed for *radiolytic synthesis* since similar kinetics are observed.\[^{97}\]

Upon heating, platinum complexes undergo several thermal decomposition steps until finally a zero-valent metallic state is reached.\[^{78–100}\] This behaviour can be investigated by thermogravimetric analysis: For instance the aqueous complex H\(_2\)PtCl\(_6\) • (H\(_2\)O)\(_x\) gets completely dehydrated when reaching 170 °C. Subsequently H\(_2\)PtCl\(_6\) is transformed stepwise into PtCl\(_4\), PtCl\(_3\) and finally zero-valent Pt (>530 °C). For other precursors zero-valent platinum is observed already at lower temperatures: (NH\(_4\))\(_2\)PtCl\(_4\) (>330 °C), (NH\(_3\))\(_2\)Pt(NO\(_2\))\(_2\) (>240 °C) or Pt(NH\(_3\))\(_4\)(NO\(_3\))\(_2\) (>260 °C).\[^{100}\]

### 2.4 Structure Characterization

Typically, characterization experiments are performed to reveal elemental composition, particle sizes and specific surface area of the synthesized structures.\[^{91}\]

Elemental composition can be determined by well-established techniques such as EDX (energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) and XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy).\[^{71,101}\] XPS has a smaller penetration depth compared to EDX and XPS-spectra provide information about the electronic states enabling further conclusions for instance about oxidation states. XRD techniques

---

**Figure 4.** 2-step Finke-Watzky mechanism for the formation of transition-metal nanoparticles. In this kinetic model A represents the precursor and B the surface sites on the growing nanoparticles. Nucleation proceeds at a rate constant \( k_1 \) and subsequent fast growth of the particle at a rate constant \( k_2 \).
t (x-ray diffraction) enable conclusions on the present alloy phases.\(^{[71,101,102]}\) Moreover XRD results enable the calculation of average particle sizes on basis of the Scherrer equation,\(^{[71,87,103]}\) but in most cases particle size determination is performed via analysis of SEM (scanning electron microscopy) or TEM (transmission electron microscopy) images.\(^{[71,101]}\)

The surface area of platinum electrodes is usually determined electrochemically via charges related to hydrogen monolayer adsorption/desorption currents observed during cyclic voltammetry in sulfuric acid.\(^{[106]}\) CO-stripping and copper monolayer stripping represent alternative electrochemical methods.\(^{[104–106]}\) By comparison to the desorption or stripping charges to reference values known for a flat platinum surface an electrochemically active area can be determined. The roughness factor (RF) is a common representation for the surface roughness and is calculated as the ratio of the electrochemically active surface area to its projected footprint area. The roughness factor thus indicates the surface area enlargement resulting from the internal porous nature of an electrode. Alternative to electrochemical methods the surface area can be determined from gas adsorption isotherms in BET-measurements (called BET according the initials of the original authors).\(^{[107]}\) Accoring results are usually termed BET-surface and are presented in dimensions of surface area per mass (m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)). Moreover to surface area measurement gas adsorption isotherms can be utilized to determine the pore size distribution.\(^{[108]}\) To analyze nanoparticle powder samples such as resulting from synthesis usually BET-analysis is chosen since no wire connections are required. In case of solid electrode structures, surface area determination is predominantly performed by electrochemical means, since BET-equipment is usually not designed for bulky samples.

### 3. Fabrication of Nanoparticle Based Platinum Electrodes

The extreme popularity of nanoparticles in catalysis within the last decade originates from several advantages over their corresponding bulk materials: According to their small size nanoparticles offer a high surface to volume ratio and thus promise a high degree of platinum utilization. The high flexibility in nanoparticle synthesis enables researchers to tailor catalysts at the length scale at which catalysis takes place. Moreover nanoparticles sometimes show catalytic effects (selectivity, activity) not known for the bulk material.\(^{[6,109]}\)

But sole nanoparticles do not yet constitute an electrode. At least an electrode has to be an electrically conductive compound structure connected to a current collector. With increasing current densities electrode performance will not only depend on the activity of the catalyst but also on the resistances for electric, ionic and mass transport. Only catalyst sites accessible to all these three transport processes can contribute to the electrochemical reaction. Therefore the introduction of an ion conducting component into the electrode structure and its pore architecture are key points in designing nanoparticle based electrodes.

In the following Section we will first discuss the basic techniques used in nanoparticle synthesis (Section 3.1) as well as modifications of these basic techniques (Section 3.2). Subsequently, we introduce physical and chemical methods to immobilize nanoparticles onto a support material (Section 3.3). Finally strategies are discussed enabling the formation of a contiguous electrode structure from nanoparticles (Section 3.4).

### 3.1. Solution-Based Synthesis of Platinum Nanoparticles

Solution based colloidal synthesis is based on the reduction of a platinum precursor with a reducing agent in solution as discussed in Section 2.2.2. After a nucleus has formed an autocatalytic growth starts using the surface of the growing nanoparticle as catalyst. In the following we discuss several strategies to modify this basic principle in order to tailor nanoparticles in terms of size and shape.

All principles discussed for monometallic nanoparticles are in general also valid for the synthesis of alloyed nanoparticles. In this case a second metal precursor is added to the solution. This precursor simultaneously gets reduced with the platinum precursor during synthesis. Nanoparticle synthesis of all kinds of binary platinum alloys can be found in literature such as PtPd,\(^{[110,111,112]}\) PtAu,\(^{[35,113–116]}\) PtRu,\(^{[13,87]}\) PtFe,\(^{[117,118]}\) PtCo,\(^{[119]}\) and others.\(^{[33,40,61]}\) The formation of mixed bimetallic phases in such nanoparticles and thus of truly alloyed nanoparticles is in most cases favored over the formation of separate monometallic phases due to an increase in entropy.\(^{[61,116]}\)

#### 3.1.1. Size Control

Size control is crucial since the percentage of surface atoms and thus platinum utilization decreases with particle diameter.\(^{[34,120]}\) Moreover to platinum utilization, also the catalytic activity per surface area depends on particles size. Investigations performed with nanoparticles of only a few nm and sub-nm diameters have shown a decreasing specific catalytic activity with decreasing diameters.\(^{[121–124]}\) Maximum catalytic activities are typically obtained for diameters in the range of 2–5 nm.\(^{[121,122]}\)

Typical means to influence the particle size during synthesis include the choice of temperature, precursor concentration, reducing agent and capping agent as well as capping agent concentration. The particle size decreases with increasing nucleation rate in relation to the crystal growth rate and thus with decreasing critical nuclei size as discussed in Section 2.2.2 (see equation (5),(6)). Therefore high nucleation rates enabled by higher temperatures and high initial concentrations (degree of saturation) lead to a smaller particle size.\(^{[61]}\) Also strong reducing agents such as sodium borohydride or hydrazine facilitate the reduction of the precursor and hence promote nucleation in contrast to milder reducing agents such as sodium citrate.\(^{[33,62]}\) Since capping agents adsorb at the surface of the growing particle the growth rate decreases with increasing concentration of the capping agent, also leading to a lower particle size.\(^{[61,78,125]}\)

#### 3.1.2. Size Distribution Control

Moreover to controlling the size of the synthesized nanoparticles a high uniformity in size distribution of the product is highly desired to control catalytic activity. For this it is critical
that all nuclei are formed at the same time and simultaneously develop through the different growth stages.\cite{61,62} In this case nanoparticles can grow to equal sizes. This can be achieved by a so called “burst nucleation” at high degrees of supersaturation (compare equation (5)). This way many nuclei form within a short time leading to a strong depletion in the degree of supersaturation and hence to an inhibition of further nucleation. Alternatively, a short and defined nucleation time can be realized by e.g. photochemical activation.\cite{81,92,93} Here, the nucleation time can be limited by the irradiation time and the photocatalyst concentration can be used to control the number of nuclei.

To obtain monodisperse particle sizes, growth should be stopped when precursor concentration diminishes, otherwise Ostwald-ripening occurs leading to a defocusing in size distribution.\cite{63} Ostwald-ripening describes the phenomenon that slightly larger particles grow by consumption of their slightly smaller neighbors. This phenomenon occurs according to equation (5): the diminishing precursor concentration leads to a significant increase in the critical nuclei size.\cite{63} Once Ostwald-ripening occurs during growth, the size distribution starts to split leading to a bimodal size distribution.

To prevent the occurrence of Ostwald-ripening capping agents are used in general. Alternatively, the process can be stopped before Ostwald-ripening starts. The resulting small particles can subsequently be transferred as seeds into a separate growth solution (seed-growth process).\cite{63} Since precursor reduction at seed surfaces (heterogeneous growth) is preferred over nucleation in solution (homogeneous nucleation) an epitaxial overgrowth of the seeds is obtained.\cite{33,61} For particle growth on the preformed seeds mild reducing agents and low temperatures are sufficient and can help suppressing any further nucleation. Hence seed-growth enables a separation of nucleation and growth phase and thus represents a method for control of size and shape.\cite{63} For instance, this way Han and co-workers observed an increasing dominance of hexapod shape and a more homogeneous size distribution in their synthesis for increasing concentration ratios of seed to precursor.\cite{126}

### 3.1.3. Shape Control

Another goal in nanoparticle synthesis is to control the microscopic shape and thus the predominant crystallographic surface orientation.\cite{3,31,127-129} The different crystal planes correspond to different geometrical arrangements of the surface platinum atoms and thus show different catalytic properties. Besides higher catalytic activity also reaction selectivity has been shown for some reactions such as aromatization or hydrogenation when using shape-controlled nanoparticles of only a single surface orientation.\cite{130-132}

In absence of interatomic interactions, a sphere represents the lowest energy state, since a sphere has the lowest surface area per volume and thus lowest interfacial energy. With growing number of shells electronic orbital interactions between neighboring atoms gain increasing influence on the energy state of the nanoparticle and lead to a rearrangement of the lattice according to geometric and energetic constraints of the atomic orbital structure. As a consequence of the directed orbital interactions, platinum crystallizes in a face-centered cubic lattice.\cite{62} Moreover each crystallographic orientation shows a different surface energy: For low-index planes of platinum the surface energy increases slightly from (111) to (100) and more significantly to (110).\cite{33,61} Therefore, the thermodynamic equilibrium geometry of a platinum nanoparticle is a truncated octahedron, representing an energetic balance between increasing orbital interactions and an increasing surface area (see Figure 5A).

![Figure 5](image-url) **Figure 5.** Shape controlled synthesis of nanoparticles. A: Overview about typical geometries. Crystal geometries in upper row feature only surfaces of one crystallographic orientation, geometries in lower row feature surfaces of two different orientations. Reproduced with permission.\cite{81} Copyright 2009, Elsevier. B: TEM (left) and high angle annular dark-field STEM (right) images of platinum nanoparticles synthesized in cubical, cuboctahedral and octahedral shape. Reproduced with permission.\cite{62}
A huge variety of different particle geometries have been synthesized with platinum today such as cubic, cuboctahedral or octahedral (see Figure 5). Key to controlling the shape is to selectively control the growth kinetics along the different crystallographic orientations. Most prominent means for selective growth control is the choice and concentration of the capping agent which show specific adsorption properties on the different crystallographic planes. In one of the first works El-Sayed and coworkers synthesized nanoparticles with dominance of cubic and tetrahedral shape depending on the chosen concentration ratio between capping agent and precursor. Since then, various organic capping agents such as PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone), citrate ions and various organic ammonium salts have successfully been applied to grow specific shapes. For instance PVP is known to preferentially bind to (111) and (100) planes. Therefore PVP can be utilized to protect these planes from further growth and thus enable to selectively grow crystals bound by (111) and (100)-planes. Moreover to organic capping agents, inorganic additives such as NO\textsubscript{2} or Ag\textsuperscript{+} can specifically adsorb to platinum surfaces and help controlling growth kinetics (decelerate or accelerate).

3.2. Modifications to Solution Based Synthesis

3.2.1. Epitaxial Overgrowth for the Formation of Core-Shell Nanoparticles

Seed-growth has been described in Section 3.1.2 as a method for separation of nucleation and growth, but can also be used to fabricate bimetallic core-shell structures by epitaxial overgrowth with a second shell-metal. Core-shell nanoparticles (core @ shell) have been synthesized with all kinds of elements relevant to electrocatalysis such as for instance Pd@Pt, PtPd@Pt, Au@Pt, Ru@Pt, Ag@Pt as well as their counterparts Pt@Au and Pt@Ru. The core-shell approach can also be combined with fabrication of shaped nanoparticles. Here, Habas and co-workers observed an epitaxial overgrowth of palladium on cubic platinum seeds.

3.2.2. Synthesis of Hollow Platinum Nanoparticles

Hollow nanoparticles feature an inner cavity surrounded by a solid shell. Consequently, hollow nanoparticles have a lower density compared to solid nanoparticles due to their inner cavity and thus enable high catalytic activity at low platinum mass. Liu and co-workers applied hollow PtPd nanoparticles (on carbon nanotube substrate) to formic acid oxidation and demonstrated a five times higher catalytic activity compared to commercial fuel cell catalyst (E-TEK, PtRu at same catalyst loading).

In a conventional template based fabrication of hollow nanoparticles, platinum is deposited around functionalized spherical sacrificial templates such as polystyrene or silica spheres followed by template removal comparable to the methods shown in 3.2.3. Disadvantage of accordingly fabricated hollow structures is that they often suffer from an incomplete coverage and hence from a non-uniform shell thickness and structural fragility.

Alternatively, hollow platinum nanoparticles can be fabricated from less noble nanoparticles undergoing a galvanic replacement reaction (GRR, also see Section 4.4, 6.2) in a platinum precursor solution. According to the more positive redox-potential of platinum reduction compared to cobalt reduction, cobalt is dissolved in the presence of platinum ions. Consequently a platinum shell is deposited around a cobalt shell which further dissolves in the presence of platinum ions, finally leading to a hollow core. Platinum deposition preferentially occurs on the outer side because of the shorter diffusion pathway. The electrons for this reduction are transferred from the core-dissolution (cobalt oxidation) via the already deposited platinum structure. This way Liang and co-workers fabricated hollow nanoparticles of 24 ± 2 nm in diameter. The shell thickness of 2 nm was shown to consist out of 2 nm large nanoparticles, following a similar synthetic process in presence of iodine. Zhong and co-workers succeeded even in shape-selective fabrication of hollow nanocubes.

3.2.3. Templated Synthesis

 Templating is a prevalent strategy in nanoparticle fabrication. Templates can be utilized during synthesis to predetermine size and in some cases also the macroscopic shape of the nanoparticle. After synthesis the template has to be removed in order to extract the desired nanoparticles. Besides soft templates such as liquid crystals or microemulsions and hard templates such as macroporous silica also dendrimer molecules are today frequently used as a template at molecular scale.

Liquid crystals are formed by surfactant molecules if solved in water and microemulsions if surfactant molecules are solved in water-oil mixtures. Both systems can be used as template to direct particle growth and define structure geometries (see Figure 6). Different to in shape-control (Section 3.1.3) this control is limited to geometrical shape of the structure (e.g. tubes or spheres) and does not enable for definition of size.
crystalline catalysts application a complete surfactant removal is of particular importance in order to not affect the later catalytic activity.\textsuperscript{106,153}

Typical surfactants used for liquid crystal templating are Brij 76 (octaethyleneglycole monohexadecyl ether) as well as Tween 60 (sorbitan monostearate) or derivatives thereof. For instance Kijima and co-workers used mixtures of nonaethyleneglycole monodecylether and Tween 60 in an aqueous solution of $H_2PtCl_6$, nanotubes of 7 nm outer diameter and 2 nm wall thickness have been synthesized after reduction with hydrazine.\textsuperscript{153} The hollow structure of these tubes is a result of the hydrophobic core of the liquid crystal template. Song and co-workers reduced platinum in the presence of spherical liposome bilayer templates (see Figure 6F) and obtained hollow nanocages as shown in Figure 6G.\textsuperscript{93,156}

Different to in liquid crystals, consisting of either water and surfactant or oil and surfactant, microemulsions consist of water, oil and surfactant. For instance in water in oil microemulsions the inner water droplet represents a microreactor in which nanoparticles can be synthesized. The water content of the emulsion can be used to tune inner diameter of the resulting particle micelles and hence enables control over the resulting particle size.\textsuperscript{154} For instance, using SDS (sodiumdodecylsulfate) as surfactant and pentanol/cyclohexane as co-surfactant Surendran and co-workers were able to fabricate cylinders with a tunable diameter (3 - 30 nm).\textsuperscript{157}

Mesoporous silica having a surface area of up to 1000 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ and typically pore sizes of 2–10 nm, can be used as hard template to predefine the diameter of the growing particles.\textsuperscript{2,158,159} Fukuoka and co-workers fabricated platinum nanoparticles of 2.4 $\pm$ 0.2 nm diameter by photoreduction inside of the pores of a hexagonal mesoporous silica (HMM-2).\textsuperscript{160,161} To isolate the nanoparticles from the non-conducting silica template, samples were immersed in 1.5% HF and stabilized by triphenylphosphine (capping agent). The requirement for strong chemicals such as HF to remove the template after synthesis represents a significant disadvantage compared to soft templating techniques. Also without template removal such decorated silica find various applications in non-electrochemical catalysis.\textsuperscript{2}

Dendrimers are repeatedly branched molecules. Stable nanoparticle clusters can be synthesized by mixing platinum precursor with a dendrimer molecule, leading to a complexation of the precursor with functional groups of the dendrimer inside the branched molecule.\textsuperscript{123,124,162} Finally, precursor is reduced with a reducing agent leading to platinum clusters of monodisperse diameter predefined by the molecular geometry of the dendrimer. Particle size of the resulting clusters can be controlled by the type of dendrimer and its stoichiometric ratio to the precursor. By variation of the stoichiometric ratio Yamamoto and co-workers synthesized platinum clusters of only 12, 28 and 60 atoms, respectively (see Figure 7).\textsuperscript{123}

3.2.4. Further Strategies for Nanoparticle Synthesis

In several publications on nanoparticle synthesis precursor and reducing agent are distributed into two different immiscible liquid phases. Consequently nanoparticle synthesis occurs spatially limited to the liquid-liquid-interface.\textsuperscript{163–166} This way Rao and coworkers even observed the formation of contiguous nanoparticle networks (see Section 3.4.2).

The reduction of platinum precursors by ultrasound induced radicals (sonochemical synthesis, compare Section 2.3) is another technology that can be found in literature on nanoparticle synthesis.\textsuperscript{147,168,169} Moreover to this, ultrasound can be used for nanoparticle synthesis in combination with electrodeposition in so-called sonoelectrochemical techniques. Here, an electric current pulse leads to nucleation of platinum particles at the
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\caption{Schematic representation of dendrimer templated synthesis. A: Complexation of platinum metal ions in dependence of stoichiometric ratio to dendrimer molecules. B-D: Representation of the clusters formed by reduction with NaBH$_4$ in the specific stoichiometry indicated in A and the corresponding experimentally obtained particle size distributions. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[123]} Copyright 2009, Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Chemistry.}
\end{figure}
electrode surface which are subsequently removed from the cathode by an ultrasonic pulse.[170,171]

Electrospraying technology has been demonstrated in nanoparticle synthesis in two different ways: First approach is to dispense the precursor solution as aerosol into a solution containing reducing and capping agent.[172,173] Second approach is to spray the precursor aerosol onto a heated substrate followed by thermal decomposition (above 500 °C in case of H₂PtCl₆).[174,175,176]

Laser ablation represents a physical method to nanoparticle synthesis.[65,177–180] Here, a pulsed laser is focused on a platinum metal plate immersed in solution, resulting in heating and ionization leading to the excavation of individual platinum atoms. By collisions these atoms grow to nanoparticles. Using laser ablation about 1 mg of nanoparticles can be prepared within 100 s. The use of capping agents is not mandatory in this method.

3.3. Fabrication of Supported Nanoparticles

An additional step is often applied into the electrode fabrication process in which the platinum nanoparticles get finely dispersed over a high surface area support material such as carbon black, carbon nanotubes (CNT) or similar (see 3.4.1 for further comments on the choice of support materials). The application of catalyst support materials enables a high platinum utilization due to a high dispersion of the catalytic platinum nanoparticles. This way significantly lower platinum loadings are required compared to in non-supported platinum-black electrodes.[40,68,181] Hence the introduction of low-cost support materials into the fabrication process can lead to cost reductions of more than one order of magnitude.[10]

3.3.1. Adsorption Based Decoration of Catalyst Support Materials by Nanoparticles

A decoration of catalyst support materials can be achieved by physical adsorption of previously synthesized nanoparticles on the surface of the support material.[181] For this purpose, the support material is added to the colloidal nanoparticle solution followed by intensive mixing.[114] This way nanoparticle synthesis and connection to the support material proceed in two independent steps enabling the use of all discussed strategies available for solution-based nanoparticle synthesis.

3.3.2. Impregnation: Synthesis of Nanoparticles on Catalyst Support Materials

Alternatively, nanoparticles can be directly synthesized/reduced on the surface of the support material which corresponds to a heterogeneous nucleation process.[63,181] Since heterogeneous nucleation is always thermodynamically preferred over homogeneous nucleation in solution, nanoparticle formation will predominantly occur on the surface of the support material and not within the volume of the solution.[63] Different to nanoparticle growth in solution which is characterized by a spherically symmetric deposition process, heterogeneous nucleation and growth process is predominantly controlled by geometry of and electronic interactions with the support material. Nevertheless, similar approaches as in solution based material can be used for size control in impregnation.[82,182]

In a typical protocol of a polyp impregnation process Lin and co-workers suspended carbon nanotubes (CNT) and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, surfactant) in ethylene glycol (EG, solvent and reducing agent).[82] After ultrasonication of the mixture the platinum precursor is added and the solution is heated to an appropriate reaction temperature (140 °C). Their nanoparticles showed a large contact area to the nanotubes as consequence of the heterogeneous nucleation on the CNT surface and thus a limited symmetry (see Figure 8). This way they achieved a uniform dispersion of platinum nanoparticles without prior creation of nucleation sites by surface functionalization treatment. This is important since functionalization breaks the symmetry of the nanotubes π-bonding system and thus reduces electric conductivity. In a similar way impregnation of CNTs and graphene nanosheets were implemented using microwave-assisted polyp processes.[183,184]

A further approach to impregnate CNTs has recently been shown by Ryu and co-workers, in which they generated platinum islands (about 100 nm in diameter) on CNT-mats by sputtering followed by an intense pulsed light treatment.[185] Island formation is explained according to surface-energy minimization. The surface energy of platinum surfaces is much higher than that of CNTs.

In another route Joo and co-workers formed an ordered carbon powder from pyrolysis of SBA-15 (ordered mesoporous silica material) and subsequently impregnated it in an acetone solution of H₂PtCl₆.[186] After impregnation they reduced the platinum in a hydrogen stream at 300 °C.

3.4. Electrode Formation from Nanoparticles

3.4.1. Binder-Assisted Electrode Formation

In sensor research or for electrochemical characterization of novel materials, a very simple protocol is often sufficient to

Figure 8. TEM images of platinum nanoparticles directly reduced on a multiwalled carbon nanotube. Reproduced with permission.[82]
create an electrode: Colloidal solutions of supported or unsupported catalyst particles are dried on a glassy carbon electrode or other conductive substrate (current collector) and subsequently coated with a thin layer of Nafton for fixation purpose and ionic conductivity.\(^{[187]}\)

Reproducibility as well as homogeneity in density and height can be increased by using more automated deposition methods. For instance, electrospaying can be used to deposit preformed nanoparticles onto various substrates such as silicon, glass or titanium.\(^{[173,188,189]}\) While passing through the nozzle of an electrospaying device the liquid gets atomized to an aerosol by means of a strong electric field between the nozzle and the substrate. This way finely divided droplets containing only few nanoparticles can be deposited from a colloidal solution onto substrate surfaces forming nanostructured catalyst surfaces. Other techniques comprise screen printing, spraying, inkjet printing or casting.\(^{[58,190]}\)

To find an ideal balance between electron, ion and mass transport for the actual operation conditions represents the key task in electrode design for application in e.g. fuel cells or metal hydride batteries. Typically electrodes for polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are composed of a current collector (usually the gas diffusion layer - GDL), membrane and the catalyst layer, as shown in Figure 9. In most cases the catalyst layer is fabricated according to a patent of Wilson and co-workers from 1993.\(^{[191,192]}\) This so-called thin film fabrication technique comprises three steps: ink preparation, ink deposition, and post deposition treatment.\(^{[88]}\) The ink usually consists of a mixture of catalyst particles, ionomer, water and an organic solvent to adjust the viscosity. To generate a homogenous layer, deposition is usually performed by either screen printing, spraying, or casting techniques.\(^{[90,193]}\) In particular screen printing and spraying represent well established methods that also allow for a reproducible fabrication of large scale electrodes. After deposition the ink is dried and sometimes hot pressing or similar techniques are applied to enhance cohesion of the catalyst layer to the membrane or gas diffusion layer.

Besides fabrication issues the choice of the support material represents another key feature in designing a high-performance electrode. For several years carbon black (Vulcan XC 72) has been the most popular material offering a high BET surface area of 230 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\).\(^{[194]}\) Unfortunately a significant fraction of this surface area cannot be used, since it is situated within nanopores (<2 nm) and thus it is hardly accessible to mass transport and no ionomer coverage can be established.\(^{[194,195]}\) Therefore a trend in research towards predominantly mesoporous and macroporous materials such as carbon aerogels,\(^{[196]}\) hollow carbon capsules,\(^{[196,197]}\) ordered hierarchical carbons\(^{[198]}\) and similar can be observed.

State of the art PEM fuel cell electrodes (based on carbon black) often suffer from incomplete electrical interconnection. About 70% of the catalyst particles are not connected to the current collector and thus cannot contribute to current generation.\(^{[199]}\) Therefore research in the field of support materials deals with materials enabling improved electrical connection pathways. E.g. carbon nanotubes are frequently used as support materials in current research articles. According to their longer length, they enable higher degree of electrical interconnection compared to carbon black.\(^{[11,200]}\) In a further approach carbon nanotubes were directly grown on the current collector to have a direct electrical connection between the current collector and the individual catalyst particles.\(^{[199]}\)

### 3.4.2. Binder-Less Fabrication of Platinum Nanoparticle Networks

Nanoparticle networks represent approaches aiming at the binderless bottom-up synthesis of porous platinum by physical or chemical interconnections between single nanoparticles.\(^{[200]}\) Driving force behind these bottom-up strategies is the wish to tailor 3D-architectures combining the strengths of size- and shape control known for nanoparticle synthesis with the ease of handling of macroscopic solids.\(^{[202]}\) The length scale that has been achieved for such networks ranges from 100 nm \(^{[202–205]}\) to some mm \(^{[201]}\) and even cm \(^{[206]}\). Most publications on platinum networks are focused on the network synthesis only, but also the application to electrochemistry or surface enhanced raman spectroscopy have been reported.\(^{[206,207]}\) Linking strategies include physical interactions such as colloidal self-assembly,\(^{[202,206,207]}\) chemical crosslinking (such as di-thiols),\(^{[201,204]}\) synthesis at the liquid/liquid interface \(^{[167]}\), see Section 3.2.4) and laser irradiation.\(^{[203,208]}\)

Yang and co-workers fabricated porous platinum froths with a high surface roughness (roughness factor = 1600) by reduction of H\(_2\)PtCl\(_6\) with formic acid in absence of stabilization agents.\(^{[207]}\) CO\(_2\) bubbles emerging from this reaction absorb at the forming nanoparticles and lift them up to the water-air interface by their buoyancy. Here platinum particles agglomerate to a froth film of about 10 μm thickness at the water-air interface (see Figure 10). From TEM observations the network structure was shown to consist out of primary particles of about 4 nm in diameter.

Park and co-workers used self-assembly of gold nanoparticles on a water-hexane interface to fabricate nanoparticle...
networks. By lifting an ITO (indium tin oxide) substrate from underneath of the resulting densely packed film of gold nanoparticles they succeeded in transferring the film to the substrate. To create a catalytically active platinum surface they deposited monoxide addition after reduction. In both cases, the presence of CO leads to the formation of so-called Chini-clusters ((Pt(CO)_3)_n^{2-}) at the surface of the nanoparticles. Since platinum atoms within Chini-clusters have a strong affinity to form Pt-Pt bonds, particle interconnection is obtained as a self-organization process.

3.5. Discussion

Nanoparticle synthesis offers the opportunity to tailor the catalyst in terms of elemental composition, size, morphology and exposed crystallographic planes. At a small particle size nearly all platinum atoms contribute to the catalytic activity, accordingly fabricated electrodes thus profit from high platinum utilization. These designing opportunities were shown to enable a significant enhancement in catalysts in terms of catalytic activity and product or reaction selectivity. High catalytic activity has been demonstrated in electrochemical applications but until today reaction selectivity has only been proved in chemical catalysis. The most developed synthetic approach is solution based precursor reduction by a reducing agent in presence of stabilizing agents such as polymers or inorganic additives to control size and shape of the nanoparticles. Reduction approaches based on either photochemistry, sonochemistry, sonoelectrochemistry or thermal decomposition represent less common alternative strategies with specific strengths depending on the desired application.

Electrode formation from nanoparticles is usually achieved by deposition of an ink containing platinum nanoparticles on a carbon support material. The surface roughness can be varied by the thickness of the catalyst layer. The complete removal of surfactant molecules from the nanoparticles as well as their dispersion on the support is of great importance for their catalytic activity. The structural stability of nanoparticles is still a critical issue limiting the long-term stability of such electrodes and thus represents a key challenge in future. Nanoparticle networks represent an alternative electrode formation approach to form free-standing porous platinum. Today the applicability is still limited due to small size and fragility.

4. Fabrication of Substrate-Based Platinum Electrodes

Within this Section we show top-down approaches to porous platinum electrodes using an already contiguous and conductive electrode as starting point. This electrode is refined to form a highly active electrocatalyst structure on top of it by means of electrodeposition (Section 4.1 and 4.2), electroless deposition (Section 4.3), galvanic replacement (Section 4.4), thermal decomposition (Section 4.5) or chemical vapor deposition (Section 4.6). According to its significance two Sections are dedicated to electrodeposition methods: Section 4.1 shows the different electrodeposition techniques and Section 4.2 their combination with soft, hard and colloidal templates.

4.1. Electrodeposition (template-free)

Fabrication of platinized platinum or platinum black electrodes by electrodeposition is an as old as elegant approach ranging back...
to the 19th century. Electrodeposition techniques take advantage of high controllability. Different to colloidal synthesis the process parameters as well as the process duration are controlled externally via a current source. Another characteristic is that the deposition is restricted to conductive areas enabling the fabrication of structured electrode arrays as for instance required in neural stimulation. Moreover the deposit is covalently bond to the substrate which functions as current collector enabling a stable structural network at low electrical resistivity.

The electrodeposition step itself can be performed either by galvanostatic, potentiostatic or by potentiocyclic methods. Galvanostatic depositions feature the advantage that the deposited charge can easily set by deposition time, but the potential is not fixed and thus the exact electrochemical processes can vary during deposition. The application of a fixed deposition potential during potentiostatic deposition enables control over the proceeding process. To have a constant potential the current is regulated and thus potentiostatic methods show no linear correlation between time and deposited charge and mass, respectively. Park and coworkers investigated the evolution of surface roughness in potentiostatic deposition. For instance they observed the roughness factor (RF) to linearly depend on the deposited charge for RF values up to 250. At higher surface roughness a deviation from the linearity is observed which they explain by a partial enclosure of the pore system and thus reduced accessibility of the internal surface resulting from extended platinum deposition. For more negative deposition potentials they observed a higher surface roughness and an increasing number of cracks on the fabricated surfaces.

Besides the standard potentiostatic and galvanostatic methods modifications thereof were introduced such as pulsed electrodeposition (see Section 4.1.4) and deposition during potential cycling. Pulsed electrodeposition enables to alternate different potentials and thus different processes. For instance pulsed electrodeposition can be used to switch between deposition and non-deposition periods to reduce concentration gradients appearing during deposition in vicinity to the electrode surface. Electrodeposition during potential cycling (cyclic voltammetry) has the advantage that information about the growing structure can be extracted from peak and curvature changes in the cyclic voltammogram. Alloy-based electrodes can be fabricated by co-deposition what is basically an in parallel proceeding electrodeposition of two or more metals from their salts. Co-deposition has successfully been applied to many relevant binary systems such as Pt-Au, Pt-Ru and Pt-Cu. Such a co-deposition is possible for deposition potentials chosen more reducing than the redox-potential of both compounds. In general the composition of the deposit differs from the concentration ratio in solution since as well deposition kinetics and the resulting overpotential are different for the individual metal precursors. Not in all cases co-deposition leads to truly alloyed phases, but also two separate phases can result depending on the chosen deposition parameters such as the deposition potential. The presence of a truly alloyed phases can for instance be confirmed by XRD-measurements.

Typical roughness factors of electrodeposited platinum are in the range of 20–500 without the use of support materials and up to 3000 for carbon supported systems. Roughness factors of up to higher than 3000 have been reported for electrode fabrication techniques combining electrodeposition and dealloying without the use of a high surface area support material (see Section 5.5).

4.1.1. Particle Size and Size Distribution Control

During electrodeposition nucleation sites are randomly distributed over the substrate surface resulting in an asymmetric overlapping of the diffusion fields of the individual nuclei (see Figure 11). This effect is known as interparticle diffusion coupling (IDC). Consequently nuclei grow more slowly the higher the number and proximity of neighboring particles is.

One strategy to achieve a narrow size distribution is to apply reduced growth rates and hence to minimize the overlapping of the concentration depletion layers as shown in Figure 11. This is usually performed in a double pulse strategy consisting of a short nucleation pulse (high overpotential to create many nuclei, see Section 2.1) followed by the growth time at low overpotentials. This way size distributions with a coefficient of variation of as low as 7% have been reported for electrodeposition of platinum. Moreover, a reduction in particle size has been observed for such two step electrodeposits. In recent studies the addition of ethylene glycol (EG) to the electrolyte has been reported as an alternative method for narrowing the size distribution. Moreover Tsai and co-workers observed the presence of EG to reduce the average particle size of the electrodeposited Pt-Ru particles from 5.6 to 3.1 nm.

4.1.2. Shape Control

Only little research is published about template-free shape control in electrodeposition and the state of the art is not...
comparable to what is known about shape control in solution based nanoparticle synthesis. Ye and co-workers observed a selective change in morphology of the deposit after addition of polyethylene glycol (PEG-10000) and lead acetate to the deposition electrolyte. Instead of spherical clusters, clump-like aggregates (100–200 nm in diameter) and flake-like structures (100–300 nm in length) were found using PEG-10000 and lead acetate, respectively.

In 2007 Tian and co-workers attracted a lot of attention with their two-step electrochemical synthesis of tetrahexahedral platinum single crystals. In a first step 750 nm large platinum nanospheres are deposited on glassy carbon by a double pulse electrode design two different process sequences exist: Either platinum. Concerning the incorporation of ionomer into the doped diamond can be used to enable a high dispersion of tinum single crystals. In a first step, 750 nm large platinum crystals and multiple twinned nanorods (see Figure 12B–D). These shapes were achieved by elongation of the rearrangement step, replacement of ascorbic acid with citrate and air exposure after the first step, respectively. This way they showed the first electrochemical synthesis of platinum nanoparticles with strict crystallographic orientation. Although these publications on electroosynthesis of tetrahexahedral nanocrystals are highly cited in literature practical applications of such nanocrystals are still rare.

4.1.4. Pulsed Electrodeposition

The application of pulsed deposition using an alternation of deposition (on-time) and waiting time (off-time) has become a very popular modification to galvanostatic and potentiostatic deposition. During the waiting time a concentration relaxation and thus an in average higher concentration at the electrode surface is achieved compared to continuous deposition. The waiting time leads to a reduction of the depletion layer diameter (compare IDC in Figure 11). Accordingly higher current densities and thus higher overpotentials can be applied during the on-time enabling a finer crystal grain and higher surface area at equal deposition charges. Kim and co-workers investigated the influence of deposited charge, deposition current density and off-time on the active surface area and electrode polarization as PEM electrode and identified some limits of pulsed galvanostatic deposition. For instance, no increase in surface area is observed if the current density is chosen higher than 200 mA cm$^{-2}$. This can be explained by a strong hydrogen gas evolution caused by these high overpotentials which destroy fragile parts of the growing electrode structure. Moreover, the surface area was observed to show a maximum depending on the choice of duty cycles (ratio of on- to off-time). At too high duty cycles reactant supply is not sufficient limiting the deposition efficiency and thus surface growth. At too low duty cycles the precursor concentration is too high and thus the deposition current is significantly lower than limiting current, leading to a less dendritic structure growth. Similar effects are known for pulsed potentiostatic deposition.

4.2. Electrodeposition Through Templates

The use of sacrificial templates during electrodeposition represents a very powerful modification to pure electrodeposition. Such templates can either be of hard (e.g. solid membrane structure), soft (e.g. liquid-crystal) or colloidal (self-assembled microspheres) nature. As shown in Figure 13 templated electrodeposition can be used to grow substrate-bound platinum structures in various 3D structures such as for instance nanowires, nanobrushes, nanotubes or honeycomb networks.

4.2.1. Hard Templates

In hard template approaches platinum is electrodeposited inside the voids of a porous solid structure or membrane. For this purpose a conductive start-layer is established on the backside of a membrane template by either thermal evaporation, sputtering or deposition of nanoparticles. Starting from this conductive

**4.1.3. Electrodeposition onto Support Materials**

Also in electrodeposition, high surface area supports such as carbon black, carbon nanotubes or boron doped diamond can be used to enable a high dispersion of platinum. Concerning the incorporation of ionomer into the electrode design two different process sequences exist: Either the ionomer is coated to the electrode prior or past the electrodeposition step. The former process sequence has the advantage that platinum can only be deposited at the three phase boundary (presence of ionomer, pore volume and solid electrode structure, compare 3.4.1). The disadvantage of this process sequence is that chloride ions (a catalyst inhibitor) get enclosed within the electrode compound if chloroplatinum salts are used as precursor.
Cui and co-workers also fabricated hollow platinum nanotubes through an anodized alumina membrane with a BET surface of about 12 m² g⁻¹ using DMSO as solvent (see Figure 14B). They attributed the preferential growth along the pore walls to the use of DMSO as solvent. DMSO has a significantly higher viscosity compared to water, thus slowing down mass transfer to the bottom of the pores. Moreover the precursor PtCl₂ forms complex ions with high steric demand in DMSO (Pt((CH₃)₂SO)₂Cl₂).

A double templating technique was used by Park and co-workers to fabricate platinum-decorated gold nanotubes as shown in Figure 15. First they electrodeposited polyaniline (PANI) into the pores of an AAO membrane template. After drying at 80 °C the grown PANI was shrunk to pillars standing in the middle of the pores, leading to an overall template with tubular cavities which they filled with Au-Ag alloy by electrochemical co-deposition. By immersion in nitric acid they removed the two template materials and simultaneously dealloyed the Au-Ag nanotubes to porous Au nanotubes (see Section 5 for dealloying methods). The introduction of a dealloying layer platinum grows electrochemically along the pores of the template (see Figure 13). Finally the template is dissolved and free-standing nanowires are obtained which resemble the void structure of the membrane template. The length of the nanowires can be controlled by controlling the deposited charge during electrodeposition.

Most prominent hard templates are anodized aluminium oxide membranes (AAO) and polycarbonate track etched (PC-TE) membranes, since they are commercially available and can easily be tuned in pore density and diameter. AAO membranes have regular order with pore diameters of 10 to 200 nm at pore densities of 10⁹ to 10¹¹ pores per cm². The pores in PC-TE membranes are typically randomly distributed. Pore diameter can be chosen in the range of 10 nm to 10 µm and a pore density of up to 10⁸ pores per cm². Besides AAO and PC-TE membranes also silica membranes are found in literature. For instance, Meldrun and Seshadri used the natural porosity of skeletal plates of sea-urchins as deposition template.

In a typical example for templated electrodeposition Yuan and co-workers fabricated arrays of hollow platinum nanotubes in anodized alumina membranes with a roughness factor of 760 (see Figure 14A). The obtained tubes had a length of 3 µm and inner and outer diameters of 70 nm and 150 nm, respectively. Predominant growth along the pore walls was achieved by a pretreatment of the membrane with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMOS).
step into this process sequence enables a two times higher surface area compared to pure Au deposition. To finally end up with a platinum catalyst, the surface was decorated with a layer of platinum by underpotential deposition of copper followed by galvanic replacement in presence of platinum ions (see Section 6.2). Thus this fabrication also represents an interesting example how the different strategies discussed in this review can be combined to fabricate a specific geometry.

Alternatively to membranes, optical lithography techniques can be used to create template structures for patterning platinum in dimensions larger than 1 µm. Figure 14C shows an example of a platinum structure grown by electrodeposition through a polyaniline-film patterned by interference lithography.

Following an alternative approach Ye and co-workers fabricated platinum nanowires using an electrodeposition based monolayer decoration of carbon nanotubes, and subsequent oxidative carbon template removal (see 6.1 for details on the decoration method). They observed a complete oxidation and removal of the carbon nanotubes if heated to 530 °C for 30 min. This way, platinum nanowires were obtained with a diameter of 200–600 nm and a length of 3–10 µm.

4.2.2. Soft Templates

In soft templating synthesis well defined periodic nanostructures are fabricated by electrodeposition from metal salts dissolved in the aqueous domains of liquid crystals (see Figure 13 for scheme and Figure 6 for building blocks). The liquid crystal template is obtained after addition of an appropriate amount of surfactant to the electrolyte via self-assembly of the surfactant molecules. After deposition is completed, the surfactants are removed by rinsing in water. Problems during electrodeposition can arise from the application of an electric field since this can induce structural changes in the liquid crystal, in particular in close vicinity to the electrode.

Typical surfactants used for soft-templating are sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS), octaethyleneglycol monohexadecyl ether (C16EO8) or polyoxyethylene(20) stearyl ether (Brij 78). Corresponding liquid crystals show a periodicity in the range of a few nanometers.

Adding SDS (0.1 wt.%) to their deposition solution Choi and co-workers obtained a cylindrically shaped platinum structure, reflecting the nature of the liquid crystalline arrangement of SDS molecules. At a film thickness of less than 100 nm a specific surface area of 47.1 m² g⁻¹ was observed. Attard and co-workers compared thin platinum films fabricated with the same charge with and without the addition of the liquid crystal builder C16EO8 to the electrolyte. Their analysis revealed a five times higher surface area for the samples fabricated in presence of a liquid crystalline template. Typical roughness factors reported in literature are in the range of 30 to 300.

4.2.3. Colloidal Templates

In colloidal templating self-assembly of microspheres is used to form 2D- (monolayer) or 3D-templates (multilayer) on top of a conductive substrate (see Figure 13). Microparticle self-assembly can be performed by techniques such as solvent evaporation or dip-coating and ideally leads to a closed-packed crystal arrangement. Thus after electrodeposition of platinum into the voids between the microspheres, a 3D-interconnected honeycomb-like structure as shown in Figure 16 can be obtained. The templating material is typically removed.
by immersion of the sample into toluene and HF in case of polystyrene and silica microspheres, respectively. According to the wide diameter range of commercially available microspheres (100 nm to 250 μm) this technique allows for flexible design in pore and feature size. Song and co-workers used silica microspheres to form mesoporous electrodes for a glucose sensor.[16] After potentiostatic deposition (0.05 V vs. SCE) of 0.8 C on a sample of 0.2 cm² they obtained mechanically stable films showing a roughness factors of 65 and 33 when using microspheres of 200 nm and 500 nm in diameter, respectively.

### 4.3. Electroless Deposition

The fabrication of substrate-based electrodes by electroless deposition can either start on flat as well as on already porous substrates such as highly ordered pyrolytic graphite. In case of already porous substrates, immersion of the substrate in the precursor solution period is usually applied before addition of the reducing agent to allow the precursor to get soaked into the pores. This way nanoparticles can form on the substrate surface in the same manner as described in impregnation approaches for nanoparticle synthesis in Section 3.1.2.[23,198,235]

Starting from flat fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) Ouyang and co-workers fabricated strongly adhesive counter electrodes for dye-sensitized solar cells by a polyol reduction process.[23,235] In a first step they coated an ethanol solution of H₂PtCl₆ onto a 1.9 × 1.9 cm² FTO substrate. After solvent evaporation the H₂PtCl₆ film was dried at 80 °C and covered with ethylene glycol. Subsequent heating to 160 °C for 15 min resulted in metallic platinum.

**Hydrothermal synthesis** represents an alternative electroless deposition technique which uses elevated temperature and pressure in a closed reactor.[236] This way, Chen and co-workers utilized electroless deposition of platinum as well as Pt-Ru and Pt-Pb alloys onto titanium substrates.[236,237] After etch-removal of the oxide layer they transferred the samples into a solution containing H₂PtCl₆ and according precursors for the desired alloys as well as formaldehyde as reducing agent. Subsequently the samples are heated to 180 °C for 10 hours in an autoclave leading to porous platinum film formation. The resulting electrodes showed a roughness factor of 140. In a similar procedure Yi and Co-workers used ethylene glycol as reducing agent to fabricate PtRuIr ternary platinum nanostructures on titanium from corresponding metal salt solutions.[238]

Platinum nanotubes can be fabricated by template wetting, a method combining membrane templating with electroless deposition.[239,240] First a precursor solution film is dispensed onto the membrane and subsequently gets sucked into the pores as shown in Figure 17A. If a droplet of a low surface energy solution is dispensed on the surface of a higher surface energy porous membrane (e.g. alumina or silicon) the solution will only cover the walls of the membrane. Consequently, reduction of the precursor film results in platinum nanotube formation. Gösele and co-workers used a mixture of Pt(acac)₃ and polyol in CH₂Cl₂ as precursor solution.[240] By heating the wetted membrane (macroporous silicon) to 200 °C for 24 hours Pt(acac)₃ degrades and is reduced in the presence of polyol to metallic platinum forming particles of 8 nm in diameter. Further heating to 350 °C for one hour leads to a complete removal of polyol and coalescence of the platinum nanoparticles to a crystallite diameter of 10 nm. After membrane removal nanotubes as shown in Figure 17B are obtained with 10 nm thick walls. Higher wall thickness or even bimetallic core-shell structures can be fabricated by a repetition of the wetting-reduction cycle.[240]

**4.4. Galvanic Replacement**

The term *galvanic replacement* describes the phenomenon that less noble metals are dissolved from their surface if the surface is in contact with a metal ion solution of a more noble character which consequently deposits on top of this surface. Thus porous platinum electrodes can be generated from porous non-platinum structures and subsequent *galvanic replacement* by immersion in a platinum salt solution.

Mohl and co-workers electrodeposited nickel in presence of boric acid through an anodic aluminum oxide membrane.[241] Subsequent immersion of the resulting nickel nanorods into a
solution of H₂PtCl₆ leads to a galvanic replacement of nickel with platinum. The resulting platinum nanorods (see Figure 18A) showed a by 57 nm larger diameter (259 ± 69 nm) compared to the sacrificial Ni-rods (202 ± 69 nm). No presence of nickel and a surface area of 30 m² g⁻¹ were observed from XPS- and BET-analysis, respectively.

Using the same commercial anodic aluminum oxide membrane Liu and co-workers obtained hollow platinum nanotubes. Different to the procedure of Mohl and co-workers they applied a pretreatment with H₂SO₄ (0.5 mol l⁻¹, 10 min). This pretreatment induced randomly distributed defect sites on the nickel nanorods, which represent positions for preferential nickel dissolution during the galvanic replacement reaction. Consequently voids form around these positions inside the nickel structure (so called Kirkendall voids). These voids can hardly become filled by platinum deposition due to the long path for diffusive supply. Therefore nickel gets dissolved at a high rate inside of these voids and platinum is predominantly deposited at the outer surface. This spatial separation of dissolution and deposition process is supposed to enable the observed tube formation shown in Figure 18B. The resulting structure consists out of vertically aligned tubes of 2 µm in length, roughly 200 nm in diameter and a platinum shell thickness of 30 nm. Compared to solid platinum nanorods of the same length and diameter a by a five-fold higher surface area to mass ratio is observed for the nanotubes.

Song and co-workers deposited platinum films on single crystalline (100) silicon by galvanic deposition in HF solution (5 mol l⁻¹). In HF solution silicon is oxidized to Si⁴⁺ - ions which get subsequently dissolved as hexafluoride complex-ions (SiF₆²⁻). Electrons resulting from this oxidation reaction enable the reduction of platinum ions on the silicon surface. This way they generated platinum layers consisting out of particles of 450 nm size. XRD investigation showed a predominance of (111) orientation, indicating a face-centered cubic crystal structure. For silver films they also showed the opportunity to generate different morphologies by addition of capping agents to the deposition solution such as polyvinylpyrrolidone or polyethylene glycol.

Chen and co-workers used photolithography based microfabrication technology in combination with galvanic replacement to fabricate arrays of hollow platinum tubes (see Figure 19). Fabrication starts with a silicon wafer and a 400 nm thick copper pattern. A SiO₂ layer is coated onto the wafer and subsequently plasma-etched to yield the template shown in the first pictogram in Figure 19A. Subsequently gold is sputtered as a conductive seed layer on the side walls. The unwanted top layer is removed by mechanical polishing (see second pictogram in Figure 19A). By immersion in a H₂PtCl₆-solution for 30–180 s platinum is deposited inside the pores by galvanic replacement of the copper pattern as shown in Figure 19B. Subsequently the SiO₂ mask is removed in buffered HF-solution for 4–5 min. Figure 19C shows an electron microscopy image of the structure resulting from this process. With about 75 nm the side walls were observed to be sufficiently stable to vertically stand on the silicon wafer. Their growth during galvanic replacement reaction occurs at a rate of 1 nm s⁻¹.

4.5. Thermal Decomposition

As demonstrated by the following examples thermal decomposition (see Section 2.4) can be used for the fabrication of substrate-based electrodes in two different ways: either heating of a precursor solution on a substrate or electrospraying of precursor
solution onto a heated substrate. Tammeveski and co-workers deposited an ethanolic solution of $\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6$ (5 μl cm$^{-2}$, 3%) and boric acid onto glass slides. After drying, the coated glass slides were heated to 650 °C to create strongly adhesive metallic films by thermal decomposition of $\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6$. After six process repetitions these films showed a roughness factor of 22 and a film resistance of less than 2 Ω sq$^{-1}$.\[99,265\]

Lintanf and co-workers used electrospaying technology (see 4.1.1, 4.3.3) of a precursor solution onto a preheated ceramic substrate to prepare porous platinum films for the use in automotive exhausts.\[11\] Whereas the thermal decomposition of $\text{Pt(NH}_3)_4\text{(OH)}_2\text{(H}_2\text{O)}$ and $\text{PtCl}_4$ led to microporous morphology, dense films were observed with $\text{Pt(acac)}_2$. A decreasing roughness of the deposited film was observed for substrate temperatures increasing from 260 °C to 434 °C.

4.6. Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

Lo Nigro and co-workers fabricated platinum nanocolumns by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition.\[266\] Their process is seedless and requires neither templates nor surfactants. Bis(acetylacetonate) platinum ($\text{Pt(acac)}_2$) is sublimated at 170 °C and moved through a horizontal reactor by a gas flow of oxygen and argon. A glass substrate is placed on a metal block which is externally heated to 250 to 550 °C. After 60 min of deposition at a substrate temperature of 250–400 °C the substrate showed to be homogeneously covered with vertically aligned platinum nanocolumns of 40–80 nm in diameter and 2 μm in length (see Figure 20). Morphology characterization by SEM and TEM showed the columns to grow along the (100)-direction and their tips to consist of (111)-planes.

4.7. Discussion

Using substrate-based electro- or electroless deposition techniques strongly adherent electrocatalysts can be established on conductive substrates. The deposition process includes catalyst formation and electrode formation in one, different to in nanoparticle based approaches. Besides electro- and electroless deposition, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been demonstrated to fabricate porous platinum, but CVD does not share an important advantage: low technical effort. The universal applicability of electro- and electroless techniques enable catalyst formation from a huge variety of material compositions. Typically electrodes fabricated by electrodeposition have a surface roughness up to RF = 500. Electroless deposition techniques have also successfully been applied to structure generation with roughness factors of approximately 200. Using templating techniques during deposition, the electrocatalyst can additionally be designed in its three-dimensional structures (nanotubes, nanocolumns, …) and thus in its material transport properties. Since the complete electrode structure is made out of platinum, a significant fraction of platinum atoms is entrapped inside the bulk and thus cannot contribute to the catalytic activity. Consequently most substrate based fabrication techniques suffer from a low platinum utilization compared to nanoparticle based or decoration approaches. A comparable high platinum utilization is obtained for hollow structures such as platinum nanotubes fabricated by e.g. template wetting or membrane templated electrodeposition. Also shape control is not as well developed as in nanoparticle synthesis (see Section 3.1.3): only some basic approaches are known. The control of surface orientation has only been shown at low surface roughness. Moreover, a relation between surface orientation and reaction selectivity in electrocatalysis has so far only been demonstrated with non-porous single crystalline electrodes.

5. Fabrication of Self-Supporting Electrodes by Dealloying

Dealloying refers to a corrosion process in which a less noble component is selectively dissolved from an alloy leaving behind a self-supporting, contiguous, nanoporous structure of a more noble component. This process has an ancient tradition: Andean people used salts and plant juices in pre-columbian times to dissolve copper and silver from the surfaces of gold-copper-silver alloys to obtain a shiny golden appearance specific for their decorative arts.\[267\] Dealloying has regained attention in the last decade as technique for the fabrication of nanoporous metals with high specific surface areas.\[268–271\] Characteristic for dealloyed metals is their bicontinuous ligament-channel structure, as shown in Figure 21. Platinum nanostructures of this kind have been created from binary metal alloys of

![Figure 20. SEM image of platinum nanocolumns obtained by metal oxide chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) of Pt(acac)$_2$. Reprinted with permission.\[266\] Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](image)

![Figure 21. Electron microscopy images of a nanoporous Pt$_{80}$Au$_{20}$ dealloyed from Pt$_{10}$Au$_{10}$Cu$_{80}$ in concentrated HNO$_3$ (48 hours) before (a) and after (b) heat treatment (500 °C, 15 min). Average ligament size increased from 6 nm to 50 nm during heat treatment.\[268–271\] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.](image)
Pt-Cu, [51, 219, 270, 272] Pt-Ag, [273] Pt-Al, [53, 274] Pt-Zn, [275] and Pt-Ni, [276] as well as Pt-Si alloys. [277, 278] Also nanoporous alloys of Pt-Au and Pt-Ni have been fabricated by dealloying utilizing ternary alloys of Pt-Au-Ag, [26, 279] Pt-Au-Cu [280] and Pt-Ni-Si. [281] Such dealloyed nanoporous structures are interesting for application in catalysis, [282] as well as in thermo-mechanical systems such as heat exchangers [283] and electrochemical actuators. [26]

In general fabrication by dealloying comprises two steps: alloying and dealloying which can both be performed in various ways as shown in Figure 22. The use of commercially available alloy-foils simplifies the process to the dealloying step only, and thus represents the most simple and reproducible route to fabricate nanoporous platinum. Unfortunately, the only limited range of products does not allow adjusting the alloy composition. Alloys can be either purchased from commercial manufacturers or obtained by melting techniques, bilayer annealing or co-deposition techniques. Melting techniques propose an easy variation in composition at high homogeneity, but not all laboratories have the corresponding equipment and the reproducible fabrication of according foils is not trivial to set up. [26, 269, 270, 272, 273, 279, 280] Bilayer fabrication is based on deposition of a top-layer of one metal onto a foil of another metal by methods such as electrodeposition or physical vapor deposition (PVD). The bilayer is subsequently annealed to enable alloy formation by interdiffusion. [53, 275, 276] In some cases bilayers can also be established on a substrate. To fabricate a substrate-based bimetallic film also co-deposition methods such as sputtering or electrodeposition can be utilized. [219, 277, 278, 279, 284] If a free-standing structure is desired using co-deposition the substrate needs to be removable after the alloying or dealloying step. Disadvantage of bilayer and co-deposition approaches is often an only limited homogeneity. Moreover the application of thin film techniques such as sputtering and PVD is only advantageous at a low layer thickness (<1μm).

The dealloying step can be performed chemically by selective etching in alkaline or acidic solutions (free corrosion). For instance aluminium can be etched in 5% HCl from Pt12Al88 alloys. [269] Alternatively, during electrochemical dealloying the process is conducted under potential control offering the dealloying potential as a further parameter to influence the process (see Section 5.2).

5.1. Dealloying Mechanism

A model for the dealloying process has been derived by Erlebacher and co-workers from Monte Carlo simulations on the AgAu system. [271, 285] According to this model dealloying starts with a dissolution of a single silver atom from the flat surface of the alloy (1). This leaves behind a vacancy in the lattice and thus neighboring silver atoms become more susceptible to dissolution (2). Further dissolution occurs until the resulting cavity solely consists of a gold surface (3). Position fluctuations of gold atoms according to their surface diffusivity lead to the formation of gold clusters according to surface energy minimization, which form the later ligament structure (4). This way further silver atoms get exposed to the electrolyte which subsequently get dissolved (5).

The porosity of dealloying structures can be characterized by pore size (diameter) and ligament size (width), observed from high resolution SEM. Usually both sizes are observed to be in the same range and thus only one is listed as characteristic length scale or feature size λ (see Figure 23 for typical values).

![Figure 22](optional pathways for the fabrication of nanoporous platinum by dealloying.)

![Figure 23](ligament size dependencies of different dealloying systems.)
As a consequence of the discussed dealloying model by Erlebacher and co-workers this length scale evolves from a balance of the dissolution rate \( (k_{diss}) \) of the less noble component and the surface diffusion \( (k_{SD}) \). Based on their simulations they suggested the following relation:

\[
\lambda \propto \left( \frac{k_{diss}}{k_{SD}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  \( (7) \)

For some dealloyed structures residues of the less noble metals can still be detected by EDX after dealloying. This is a consequence of slow surface diffusion of the noble metal leading to an incomplete dealloying. Consequently an enclosure of fractions of the less noble metal partner is observed forming a core-shell like structure (alloy core, noble metal shell). \([279,286]\) This is also described as passivation.

The critical potential represents the electrode potential threshold which has to be overcome in order to enable dissolution of the less noble component from the alloy compound. The critical potential is very sensitive to the exact composition. For instance an increase of about 24 mV in critical potential per at.% Cu was observed for PtCu alloys. \([271]\) For determination of the critical dealloying potential either one potential sweep or several potential hold experiments have to be performed. \([272]\) Figure 24 shows potential sweep experiments run with PtCu alloys of different composition. The first current peak indicates an initial dissolution of surface copper and saturates when all surface copper is dissolved (passivation region). The charge corresponding to this first peak is nearly independent of the exact alloy composition. Higher potentials are required for copper dissolution from inside the PtCu-alloy (dealloying): The critical dealloying potential is thus indicated by the beginning of the second increase in current. Increasing critical potentials and lower dealloying current densities are observed with decreasing copper content from comparison of Cu76Pt24 \( (0.605 \text{ V vs. NHE}) \), Cu75Pt25 \( (0.750 \text{ V vs. NHE}) \), and Cu71Pt29 \( (0.815 \text{ V vs. NHE}) \).

Figure 25 shows potential hold experiments of a Cu75Pt25 alloy. Here the electrode is held at a specific potential and the current is observed over time. At 0.730 V vs. NHE the current immediately decreases after application of the potential. Additional dealloying currents are observed for higher dissolution potentials. This clear transition in the current-time response observable between 0.730 and 0.792 V vs. NHE indicates the critical dealloying potential of this specific alloy system. Compared to potential sweep experiments, potential hold experiments are more elaborate since several experiments and thus several samples are required to find the transition in curve propagation indicating the critical potential. The advantage of potential hold experiments is their higher precision according to the sharp transition in curve progression.

5.3. Controlling Pore and Ligament Size

In consistence with the discussed mechanism (Section 5.1) several parameters were experimentally proven to influence the resulting pore and ligament size during fabrication: choice of noble metal component, dealloying solution, and dealloying potential. For different noble metals M in M-Al alloys a trend towards larger ligament size is observed from Pt, Pd to Au to Ag to Cu (see Figure 23A). This trend reflects the role of the surface diffusivity in equation (7); The smaller the surface diffusivity of the noble metal, the smaller the ligament size. \([269]\)
Similar results were observed from a comparison of copper alloys of gold (Au20Cu80) and platinum (Au20Cu80). Here the significantly higher surface diffusivity of gold (10−19 cm² s⁻¹) compared to platinum (10−22 cm² s⁻¹) leads to a ligament size of about 25 nm, about 7 times higher than observed for dealloyed Pt20Cu80. Already small fractions of platinum doped into AuAg-alloys show a significant reduction of the characteristic length from 10-20 nm down to only 4 nm (see also PtAuCu-system in Figure 23B). Consequently, a 3–4 times higher BET-surface area is measured for the doped compared to the non-doped AuAg.

Zhang and co-workers dealloyed palladium and gold alloys of aluminium chemically in 5% HCl and 20% NaOH. What they observed were significantly larger pore/ligament sizes when using 5% HCl (see Figure 23A). Consequently, they concluded the presence of Cl⁻-ions to accelerate surface diffusivity.

In electrochemical dealloying, the choice of potential can be used to adjust the etching rate E(0,0), and thus according to equation (7) to adjust ligament sizes. For instance Parida and co-workers observed the ligament/channel size in their dealloyed AuAg to decrease from 20 nm to 4 nm if the dealloying potential is increased from 600 mV to 850 mV vs.Ag/AgCl in 1 mol 1⁻¹ HClO4.[289] A further opportunity to increase the pore and ligament size is to perform a post fabrication heat treatment (see Figure 21).[280,290] The elevated temperatures lead to coarsening of the ligaments enabled by strongly enhanced surface diffusivity of the atoms.[280,290] This way the feature size can be increased from a few nanometers up to hundred nanometers and even micrometer scale.

5.4. Alternative Dealloying Techniques

5.4.1. Repetition of Alloying-Dealloying

In a two-step modification of dealloying, a hierarchical pore system has been created by alloying and dealloying of an already dealloyed nanoporous gold. The resulting structure comprises pores of 150 nm as backbone (from first dealloying) and porous structure of 15 nm width at the skin (from second dealloying) of the backbone pores.

5.4.2. Electrochemical Alloying-Dealloying

An electrochemical alloying-dealloying strategy has been proposed by Liu and co-workers.[219] In a two-step process they first potentiostatically co-deposited a PtCu alloy followed by anodic dealloying of copper from the alloy. This way porous platinum films have been fabricated with roughness factors of 700. In a further modification cyclic voltammetry scans were performed in an acidic solution of H3PtCl6 and CuSO4.[51,52] This way within every cycle co-deposition and copper dissolution is alternated. A defined regulation of the surface roughness has been shown depending on the number of deposition cycles. Roughness factors of higher than RF = 3000 were achieved using this technique.

5.5. Discussion

If there exists a commercial foil of the desired composition which can get chemically dealloyed, this represents the easiest and fastest fabrication approach to porous platinum electrodes of all strategies. Unfortunately this is usually not the case. In particular in research, alloy composition variations are required, since the alloy composition predefines most of the properties of the later porous structure such as parting limit, critical dealloying potential and ligament size. Therefore alloy formation is the key step in dealloying. Another critical point is the ligament size which is predefined by alloy-composition and the surface diffusion of the noble metal content. An enlargement of the ligament and pore size of dealloyed structures has been shown by heat treatment, but the underlying coarsening occurs very fast and thus is not easy to control. Another possible way to obtain dealloying structures impossible to fabricate with platinum is to dealay another metal and subsequently decorate the surface with a thin film of platinum as discussed in Section 6.

6. Platinum Decoration of Porous Metal Electrodes

In this section fabrication techniques are presented that in particular qualify for the decoration of an already porous conductive structure (base structure), what means to cover its surface with a thin layer of platinum at a thickness ranging from submonolayer to a few monolayers. In particular corresponding methods should enable a homogeneous decoration. This is a non-trivial task, since most methods rely on diffusive mass transport and thus concentration gradients inside the pore structure will cause a preferential deposition at the outer compared to inner ranges of the base structure. Moreover to homogeneity, methods differ in their applicability on different porous structures and their opportunities to vary as well as to control the layer thickness.

There are several reasons why the decoration of a base structure of another metal with a thin layer of platinum can be an advantageous fabrication strategy for porous platinum electrodes such as costs, fabrication technique limitations and catalytic properties. Low costs compared to previously discussed methods are attributed to decoration due to high platinum utilization. Nearly all of the deposited platinum atoms in the decoration layer are placed at the surface and thus contribute to the catalytic activity of the electrode.[502] Another reason for choosing a decoration based strategy is that some fabrication approaches cannot be performed with platinum itself. In such cases the desired method can be performed with another metal suitable to the fabrication process followed by surface decoration with platinum. This way it is possible to nevertheless run such methods and to make use of their advantages and specific structure geometries for the fabrication of porous platinum electrodes. For instance, bubble templating is not possible during platinum deposition.[293,294] To use largely grown bubbles as template, bubble generation during deposition has to be limited to the substrate and should not occur on the deposit. This is for instance possible with copper deposition on a gold substrate according to the high
overpotential of copper for hydrogen generation compared to on gold. This way copper can easily grow into the resulting voids between the bubbles. Such a spatial process separation is impossible during platinum deposition. Electrochemical surface reorganization protocols known for the fabrication of porous gold electrodes represent another technique which cannot directly be performed with platinum.\cite{29,295,296} Also here, decoration with platinum was demonstrated to be a valuable alternative strategy to anyway use these protocols for the generation of porous platinum.\cite{29,295} Moreover, the decoration of structures resulting from dealloying (see Section 5) can be interesting: For each noble metal, the achievable pore geometry and ligament size is limited to a certain range predefined by the metal’s surface diffusivity. By decoration of dealloyed non-platinum alloys also other pore geometries and ranges in ligament size can be fabricated, which are impossible to obtain by dealloying from platinum based alloys.\cite{295,298,297}

Furthermore, beneficial catalytic effects are observed for platinum layers of only submonolayer to a few monolayer thickness.\cite{29,295,299} If only present in a few monolayers the atoms of the adlayer have different interatomic distances compared to in pure platinum electrodes induced by the substrate lattice as shown in Figure 26. This leads to a shift in d-band filling and thus to deviant catalytic properties from bulk platinum.\cite{29,300} Moreover to catalytic activity they also observed an enhanced stability of the catalyst for such decorated systems during potential cycling.\cite{301} This stabilization effect is also supposed to be a consequence of the d-band modification.\cite{301,302}

6.1. Pt-Electrodeposition

There are several example showing the electrodeposition of a few monolayer equivalents of platinum onto surfaces of other metals.\cite{29,295} Nevertheless it is not at all a trivial challenge to homogeneously decorate a porous structure by means of electrodeposition, since electrodeposition relies on diffusive reactant supply. Accordingly a concentration gradient develops during deposition inside the pores preventing homogenous decoration coverage over the complete pore system of the electrode. Consequently, most deposition will occur at the outmost part of the porous structure (see Figure 27A). One idea to circumvent the development of a significant concentration gradient is to let soak the porous structure in the electrolyte long time before deposition.\cite{293} This way a homogeneous initial concentration inside the structure can be established. During deposition a pulse scheme or cycles alternating deposition and waiting time can be applied to enable concentration relaxation (see Section 4.1.4,\cite{229,293}). This way Zhang and co-workers fabricated a platinum decorated electrode from dealloyed Au$_{42}$Ag$_{58}$ with a platinum surface area of 150 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ ($353$ cm$^2$ Pt per cm$^2$ of footprint area).\cite{293}

Electrosorption-reduction is a modification to standard electrodeposition techniques enabling a homogeneous decoration, consisting of a surface-limited electrosorption step and a subsequent reduction step as shown in Figure 28.\cite{330,331,334} In a realization of this method, Zhao and co-workers performed cyclic voltammetry scans between e.g. 0.3 and 1.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl to irreversibly oxidize the planar Pt(II)-complex on the surface of carbon nanotubes to an octahedral Pt(IV)-complex (electrosorption). Subsequently the electrode was transferred into 0.1 mol l$^{-1}$ overpotential of copper for hydrogen generation compared to on gold. This way copper can easily grow into the resulting voids between the bubbles. Such a spatial process separation is impossible during platinum deposition. Electrochemical surface reorganization protocols known for the fabrication of porous gold electrodes represent another technique which cannot directly be performed with platinum.\cite{29,295,296} Also here, decoration with platinum was demonstrated to be a valuable alternative strategy to anyway use these protocols for the generation of porous platinum.\cite{29,295} Moreover, the decoration of structures resulting from dealloying (see Section 5) can be interesting: For each noble metal, the achievable pore geometry and ligament size is limited to a certain range predefined by the metal’s surface diffusivity. By decoration of dealloyed non-platinum alloys also other pore geometries and ranges in ligament size can be fabricated, which are impossible to obtain by dealloying from platinum based alloys.\cite{295,298,297}

Furthermore, beneficial catalytic effects are observed for platinum layers of only submonolayer to a few monolayer thickness.\cite{29,295,299} If only present in a few monolayers the atoms of the adlayer have different interatomic distances compared to in pure platinum electrodes induced by the substrate lattice as shown in Figure 26. This leads to a shift in d-band filling and thus to deviant catalytic properties from bulk platinum.\cite{29,300} Moreover to catalytic activity they also observed an enhanced stability of the catalyst for such decorated systems during potential cycling.\cite{301} This stabilization effect is also supposed to be a consequence of the d-band modification.\cite{301,302}

6.1. Pt-Electrodeposition

There are several example showing the electrodeposition of a few monolayer equivalents of platinum onto surfaces of other metals.\cite{29,295} Nevertheless it is not at all a trivial challenge to homogeneously decorate a porous structure by means of electrodeposition, since electrodeposition relies on diffusive reactant supply. Accordingly a concentration gradient develops during deposition inside the pores preventing homogenous decoration coverage over the complete pore system of the electrode. Consequently, most deposition will occur at the outmost part of
H$_2$SO$_4$ (no platinum salt in solution) and was subjected to further cyclic voltammetry scans with an extended negative scan limit (e.g. 100 mV s$^{-1}$, −0.25 and 1.30 V vs. Ag/AgCl). During these scans reduction of the adsorbed Pt(IV) complexes to a zero-valent platinum occurs resulting in a decoration of the carbon nanotube substrate with an active surface area of 71 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ Pt.$^{[231]}$ Since the electroosorption process saturates after covering all accessible adsorption sites, also the subsequent deposition is limited by the previous adsorption sites. This way a homogeneous distribution of platinum can be assured, even over the surface of a porous base structure. The decoration is limited to one monolayer equivalent. Nevertheless, the decoration is not expected to form a continuous layer but clusters caused by an energy-lowering surface reorganization after deposition as depicted in Figure 27B. To our knowledge, the application of this decoration strategy has yet only been shown on carbon. Thus it remains unclear whether a similar adsorption behavior can be found on base structures made out of materials other than carbon.

6.2. Under Potential Deposition and Galvanic Replacement

For some metals the deposition of a monolayer onto specific crystal surfaces of another metal is enabled at electrode potentials more oxidative than the redox-potential of the bulk deposition. This phenomenon is called underpotential deposition (UPD).$^{[73,305]}$ This coverage is thermodynamically driven by a reduction in the interfacial energy of the electrode surface towards the electrolyte. Since UPD only leads to a reduction in interfacial energy for a deposition of up to one monolayer, deposition by UPD is thermodynamically limited to the decoration with one monolayer. Moreover this limitation intrinsically leads to a homogeneous distribution of the adlayer over the entire electrode surface as shown in Figure 27C. UPD of metals such as copper or bismuth on platinum are well known.$^{[105,251,306]}$ Unfortunately platinum itself does only show UPD behavior on only few metal surfaces (e.g. on Au(111)) and thus UPD can in most cases not directly be used for platinum decoration.$^{[306]}$

As workaround an indirect UPD-strategy has become very popular in the last years which uses the galvanic replacement of an UPD-deposited monolayer of copper (UPD-monolayer replacement).$^{[247,292,307–310]}$ Here, a monolayer of copper is deposited by UPD on the surface of a noble metal base structure. Subsequently the electrode is dipped into a solution containing platinum ions, resulting in a galvanic replacement of copper by platinum as schematically shown in Figure 29 (also see Section 4.4). The exchange proceeds in accordance to the relation of transferred electrons in the dissolution and deposition reaction. This means two copper adatoms have to be dissolved to deposit platinum from one [Pt(IV)Cl$_6$]$^{2-}$ ion. Copper is chosen as sacrificial metal in most cases since it shows UPD behavior on most crystallographic planes of gold, palladium and others.$^{[306]}$ To generate a higher decoration thickness than equivalent to one UPD monolayer of copper this process can be repeated for several times.$^{[307]}$ This strategy can be applied to nanoparticle based electrodes as well as substrate-based or self-supporting electrode structures. Moreover this strategy can also be used in the reverse direction: to decorate platinum with other metals such as gold.$^{[301]}$

Compared to UPD, only a limited homogeneity of the adatom distribution can be achieved with galvanic replacement. Different to the surface area limited deposition in UPD, the replacement reaction is not specific to surface sites. The dissolution of copper atoms and deposition of platinum do not necessarily occur in close vicinity to each other since electron transfer between dissolution and deposition reaction can proceed through the electrode. Platinum supply occurs via diffusive transport and thus deposition of platinum inside the pores is disadvantaged compared to the outer ranges of the base structure. Therefore the deposited platinum atoms do not necessarily cover the former adsorption sites of the UPD monolayer and the deposited platinum arranges in randomly distributed and sized clusters, with a preference to the outer ranges of the pore structure (see Figure 27D)$^{[292,301,307]}$ Accordingly to the same reason Liu and co-workers observed larger diameters on the top than on the bottom of their platinum nanotubes fabricated by galvanic replacement.$^{[262]}$

Following the approach of replacement of a copper UPD-monolayer Mkwizu and co-workers fabricated bimetallic multilayer electrodes.$^{[311]}$ Starting from a glassy carbon disc they deposited a layer of copper by UPD which subsequently was replaced with platinum or ruthenium by a galvanic replacement reaction in a corresponding precursor solution. By repetition of copper UPD and galvanic replacement they stacked monolayers of platinum and ruthenium on top of each other (substrate-Pt-Ru-Pt-Ru-…). For methanol oxidation they found superior electrocatalytic activity for such sequentially stacked monolayers of platinum and ruthenium compared to codeposited platinum-ruthenium alloys or pure platinum.

In case of non-noble metals the decoration of a copper monolayer is not required to enable galvanic replacement. Accordingly, Papadimitriou and co-workers fabricated platinum electrodes starting from thin layers of copper, iron, cobalt and nickel by galvanic replacement in a platinum solution. Different to in Section 4.4 the replacement reaction was stopped before all nickel was dissolved to end up with a decoration layer rather than an expensive structure completely made of platinum.$^{[312–314]}$
6.3. Spontaneous Deposition

Spontaneous deposition of up to a few monolayers of platinum has been observed by immersion of a non-oxidized metal surface (e.g. ruthenium) in a solution containing platinum salts.\cite{315,316} In a typical procedure the electrode is first transferred into its completely reduced state by either high-temperature gas phase treatment (argon sputtering and vacuum oven at 1400 °C) or by application of a reduction potential.\cite{315,317} During immersion the electrode is oxidized during a simultaneous reduction of platinum ions driven by a difference in redox-potential (e.g. between [PtCl$_6$]$^{4-}$/Pt and RuO$_x$/Ru).\cite{316,318} In that respect, spontaneous deposition is comparable to galvanic replacement. But in contrast to galvanic replacement no less-noble metal is dissolved during oxidation of the electrode substrate. The deposition stops when the electrode substrate is completely oxidized. Hence, spontaneous deposition does neither rely on the application of an external potential nor a chemical reducing agent. Platinum decoration has successfully been demonstrated on ruthenium, gold and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite.\cite{309,315-318}

On ruthenium substrates the following reactions are expected to occur:\cite{318}

\[
[PtCl_6]^{4-} + 4e^- \rightarrow Pt + 6Cl^- \tag{8}
\]

\[
Ru + x(H_2O) \rightarrow RuO_xH_y + (2x - y)H^+ + (2x - y)e^- \tag{9}
\]

Resulting deposits of platinum spontaneously deposited on single crystalline ruthenium Ru(0001) consist of small clusters/nanoparticles.\cite{316} These clusters are of uniform size and homogeneously dispersed over the entire surface. In case of a porous structure a similar inhomogeneous distribution is expected for spontaneous deposition as resulting from galvanic replacement suffering from concentration gradients (see Figure 27E). Surface coverages of more than 10 monolayers were proven to be possible with spontaneous deposition.\cite{316} The number of monolayer equivalents deposited during deposition was observed to depend on immersion time and the concentration of the platinum ions in solution.

6.4. Electroless Deposition

In standard electroless deposition concentration gradients in the supply of precursor and reducing agent lead to an inhomogeneous decoration, comparable to in electrodeposition.

Moreover thickness control is a critical issue, since the reaction is impossible to stop once the pores have been soaked with precursor and reducing agent.

The use of presorbed hydrogen represents a possible modification to achieve a thin decoration by electroless decoration. This approach consists of two steps: hydrogen generation and sample immersion in H$_2$PtCl$_6$-solution\cite{319} Previous to exposure to the metal precursor hydrogen is either generated on the electrode by exposure to NaBH$_4$ (15 min) or by a reduction pulse (10 min at -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl). This way fractions of the generated hydrogen get sorbed inside the microstructure. When subsequently immersed in a H$_2$PtCl$_6$-solution, platinum ions were reduced by the sorbed hydrogen on the surface of the gold microstructure resulting in a platinum decoration. Since platinum ions are supplied diffusively a similar inhomogeneous distribution has to be expected as with galvanic replacement and spontaneous deposition (see Figure 27F). Similar procedures have been applied for the decoration of platinum electrodes with other metals such as gold and ruthenium.\cite{320,321}

6.5. Discussion

Decoration of an already porous electrode base structure is a non-trivial issue but can be a valuable alternative to creating a porous structure out of platinum, since decoration enables high platinum utilization. Moreover the electronic structure of such decoration layers can be advantageously varied compared to pure platinum leading to improvements in terms of catalytic activity or stability. The difficulty of this strategy remains the homogeneous decoration inside a porous structure.

Table 1 compares the strengths of the discussed methods for platinum decoration of porous base structures made of materials other than platinum. Electro- and electroless deposition represent methods of universal applicability, since their applicability does not strongly depend on the substrate surface. Different to this UPD and spontaneous deposition of platinum are only observed on specific crystallographic planes of a few metals. Since UPD is thermodynamically limited to a coverage of one monolayer, UPD enables a homogeneous decoration without cluster formation. Following the approaches of galvanic replacement of a UPD-monolayer, spontaneous deposition or electroless deposition by presorbed hydrogen the deposition process is limited by the pretreatment. This means the deposition is stopped when the UPD-monolayer, zero-valent metal or presorbed hydrogen is consumed. Nevertheless this does not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Electrodeposition</th>
<th>Electrosorption-reduction</th>
<th>UPD</th>
<th>UPD-monolayer replacement</th>
<th>Spontaneous deposition</th>
<th>Electroless deposition</th>
<th>Presorbed hydrogen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal applicability</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 a)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation of deposition thickness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>++\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>++\textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++\textsuperscript{f}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous decoration</td>
<td>0\textsuperscript{f}</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} depends on the crystallographic planes/elements; \textsuperscript{b} surface site specific thermodynamic limit; \textsuperscript{c} limited to a monolayer equivalent; \textsuperscript{d} deposition thickness can be increased by process repetition; \textsuperscript{e} less homogeneous on porous electrodes due to diffusive precursor supply.
guarantee a homogenous layer, since with these methods the sites of platinum deposition are not predefined. Consequently, clusters are formed during these deposition processes and diffusional supply of platinum precursor leads to a preferential platinum deposition in the outer range of the porous base structures. Electrodeposition and electroless deposition neither have an intrinsic process stop nor does deposition occur on predefined positions. Thus these methods enable deposition of thick layers, but at a comparably lower homogeneity; in particular in porous structures where diffusion and electric field gradients play a crucial role.

**Conclusion**

In this article four basic strategies for the fabrication of porous platinum electrodes with numerous modifications have been discussed: nanoparticle based electrode fabrication, substrate based electrode fabrication, dealloying and decoration. **Table 2** compares strength and weakness of selected fabrication pathways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Deposition of NP-ink</th>
<th>Nanoparticle networks</th>
<th>Electrodeposition</th>
<th>Electroless Deposition</th>
<th>Dealloying from commercial foils</th>
<th>Dealloying including alloy formation</th>
<th>Decoration of non-Pt metals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation of RF = 30</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of RF = 300</td>
<td>++(i)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++(1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of RF = 3000</td>
<td>++(i)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+(1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+(1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability of RF</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Pt-utilization</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability to Pt alloys</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0/ -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low technical effort</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low time consumption</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-scale applications</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ne</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-scale applications</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ne</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quantity fabrication</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) strongly depends on the applied layer thickness but can exceed 5000; (1) is defined by alloy composition and foil thickness; (1) surface roughness is predefined by the base structure; (1) only known in combination with dealloying.

A decrease in surface roughness can also be obtained by a heat treatment as discussed in Section 5.3. Decoration techniques can be applied on base structures of low as well as of high porosity, whereas homogeneous decoration becomes more challenging with increasing surface roughness (see Section 6). A scaling in surface roughness cannot be achieved by decoration itself, since these methods are intended to only generate coverage of up to only a few monolayer equivalents.

A high platinum utilization can in particular be achieved using decoration and nanoparticle based approaches, since nearly all platinum atoms are located at the surface and thus can contribute to the catalytic activity of the electrode. In case of substrate-based and self-supporting strategies a significant fraction of platinum atoms is entrapped inside the bulk without contact to the electrode-electrolyte interface.

In nanoparticle synthesis platinum alloy electrodes can be fabricated by addition of a further metal precursors following the same approaches as for monometallic platinum electrodes. In case of nanoparticle network formation a change in the composition of the nanoparticles can disable the network formation mechanism. Electrochemical or electroless co-deposition is not possible for all kinds of desired alloys, but for most alloys relevant to electrocatalysis. Nanoporous platinum alloys from dealloying have already been shown for e.g. PtAu. To fabricate binary alloys by dealloying, ternary alloys are required as starting material with a sufficiently high fraction of the sacrificial element. Besides these bulky alloy structures, multi-metallic surfaces can be generated by decoration with platinum and other metals. Such electrodes can show high catalytic activity and high structural stability as discussed in Section 6.

Concerning technical effort dealloying from commercial alloy foils represent the most simple method to fabricate highly porous platinum electrodes. If no commercial foils are available, alloy fabrication makes the dealloying method significantly more elaborate. Other simple methods in respect to technical
effort are: nanoparticle networks and electroless deposition since in their simplest form they only require a reaction vessel and accounting chemicals. Ink-deposition techniques require spraying or casting devices, electrodeposition and in most cases also decoration require a potentiostat, equipment which is usually present in electrochemical laboratories. Moreover the use of a potentiostat can be an advantage concerning process control since it enables to monitor and steer the process from external.

Electrodeposition, dealloying from already prepared foils and decoration in principle feature low time consumption which is in the range of an hour. Some electroless deposition techniques such as hydrothermal synthesis proceed on a timescale of a few hours to a day. Similar process times are required for nanoparticle formation. Network formation does not significantly increase process duration, whereas ink formation, ink deposition and drying require additional time. Dealloying can require more than 2 days, if time required for alloy formation is included in this estimate.

In micro-scale applications in particular electroless deposition and electrodeposition become interesting since these techniques can precisely be applied on conductive areas predefined by microfabrication techniques such as optical lithography. The same is true for dealloying of alloys formed by electrodeposition, co-sputtering or similar techniques that enable an area selective deposition and alloy formation. Here co-sputtering is advantageous to annealing of a bilayer since high temperatures can lead to an incompatibility with other process elements (e.g. electronic elements in close vicinity). The application of dealloyed foils and ink deposition is very difficult on the micrometer scale according to handling problems during shaping and integration of such layers. Nevertheless ink deposition represents a state of the art techniques besides electrodeposition in small scale applications as for instance in the fabrication of micro fuel cells [22]. In applications in μm-scale such as in stimulation electrodes only physical vapor deposition (thermal evaporation or sputtering) techniques leading to comparably smooth surface areas are applied besides electrodeposition [23].

In large-scale applications such as PEM fuel cell electrodes thin film technology (nanoparticle synthesis followed by ink deposition) represents the state of the art since nanoparticle synthesis can occur in a batch process and homogeneous layers can be fabricated on the scale of square meters using spraying and casting technology [24]. Moreover such electrodes can be operated at a comparably low platinum utilization (e.g. by dispersion on cheap support materials) [25]. Electrodeposition is not present in large scale productions compared to nanoparticle synthesis, most probably referring from higher costs according to the more expensive equipment compared to ink technology and high power consumption. Another disadvantage in case of electrodeposition is the requirement of accordingly large current sources. Nevertheless electrodeposition and also electroless deposition are considered as promising replacement of currently used physical vapor deposition for the generation of counter electrodes in dye-sensitized solar cells. Here these techniques benefit from good properties in terms of catalytic activity and optical reflectivity as well as from lower fabrication costs compared to state of the art. Dealloying on a large scale does not differ from on standard lab scale, but suffers from low platinum utilization resulting in high material costs.

For industrial fabrication at high quantity, nanoparticle based strategies benefit from an easy implementation of nanoparticle synthesis as batch process. Dealloying could be performed at high throughput by using on large foils that are continuously driven through a dealloying solution. Processes requiring the handling of several single pieces as during electrical connection procedures, required for electrodeposition or decoration methods, reduce the fabrication throughput.

7. Perspective

With limited fossil fuel reserves and the increasing world energy demand alternative energy conversion approaches such as fuel cells are expected to play a key role in our future energy economy. Accordingly, there will be an increasing demand for porous platinum electrodes and their industrial realization of the various fabrication approaches will get more into focus. While some fabrication concepts such as nanoparticle networks are in a very early stage and their strengths and applicability are still unproven, other methods such as the deposition of nanoparticle inks have already shown their general applicability even at large scale.

Nevertheless, state of the art porous platinum electrodes are still too expensive for mass production. Hence one key task is to further increase platinum utilization. Here size and shape control as well as methods such as decoration techniques or hollow nanoparticles will play an important role. Lower platinum loadings can also be achieved by alloy-electrocatalysts, which in addition can help to enhance poisoning resistance and long-term stability. Here a deeper mechanistic understanding of the interactions between alloying partners on the atomic scale is required to design optimum catalysts. Thereto the interactions at atomic scale should be investigated by experiments on model structures accompanied by simulations. Based on this knowledge, the next challenge will be to transfer the desired atomic arrangements into three-dimensional, porous structures and to adapt their fabrication to industrial scales.

In particular the development of electrochemical sensors with an increased signal to noise ratio may benefit from progress in shape controlled fabrication. According methods allow for the fabrication of electrocatalysts with predominant crystallographic orientations, which in turn can promote specific reaction pathways while suppressing parallel reactions. Today this reaction specificity has only been demonstrated in chemical catalysis, the demonstration in electrochemical applications is still pending. Shape controlled fabrication by nanoparticle synthesis in solution is already well established, whereas shape controlled fabrication by electrodeposition is still a challenge. Key problem in electrochemical fabrication is to deposit catalyst particles of strict crystallographic orientation in close vicinity of each other. Therefore corresponding electrodes lack in an only low surface area and surface roughness, respectively. Here, future work has to show whether shape control and surface roughness remain contradictory and whether a realization at application relevant scale is possible.
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